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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 31, 1957
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
ORST FLOODS IN KISH
Pvt. Burkeen
To Sail For
Germany Soon
Pvt. Jackie Burkeen who is
stationtd with the attrry at- Fort
Learnardwood, Mo., will leave
"eiturday for Germany. Heeex,
oects to be.stalioned in Germany
fer the next. sixteen months. Mrs.
--Itirkeen, the former Miss Shirley
'Alexander. flans to return to
Murray where she will live while
her husband is overseas. -
Prior to entering .the service,
Mr. Burkeen was employed • by
the Bucy Building Company and
Mrs. Burkeen was employed as
Cashier at Parkers Food_ Market.
• One interesting phase of the
trip to Germany is the fact .that
he will be accompanied by a
.ellow soldier who is a native
of Germany. After moving to
this country severdl years ago
he met a young girl who was also
from Germany. As a matter of
fact, her home was a distance
,of about five miles from his home
in Gerniany. They are now mar-
-tree and she- win tentrn tO'ere
many and live, with her family
there while her husband is sta-
doned in that country with the
United States Army.
Mrs. Burkeen, the daughter of..
Mr. and Mrs. Leo 'Alexander,
says she would like to join her
husband abroad at a later date
but does not have any .plans to
do so in the near future.
Pvt. 13u rkeen the son of
;dr and Mrs. B. W. Burkeen of
Calloway County
Brown Tucker Gets
Forestry Award
7- ---
Brown C Tucker, of Route 2.
Kirksey, is one of ten Ken-
tuckiana farmers who 'will re-
ceive Tom Wallace. Farm Fores-
try Awards recognition for con-
serving and improving his farm
vsoodlands.
He will be given an honorable,
mention certifitate. . •
• Open to all farmers in Ken-
_Weise- and Southern Indiana, the
awards are sponsored, • by - The
Couriee-slournal, The LOUi5V lite
Times. WHAS and WHAS-TV
and are named in honor if tne
'editor emeritus of The Times.
an active canservationist.
Top winner of $200 is J. A.
?Willingham. of Route 3. Fulton.
and second place of $150. Sam
Clashman,.of Route 5. Madison.
Ind.
Lewis. of Grayson, who
effected the greatest progress on
his Woodland during' the contest.
year, will be awarded a $150
infprovement prize. Second
eprovement prize of $100 will
go to Robert Harding Sr.. of
Star Route, Tell City. Ind.'
Also a certificate winner in
'the 11955 contest. Mr. Tucker
operates a 480-acre farm with
his son, Douglas. He has set
out SQPIC 40,000 seedlings on his
75-acre woodland.
George Weaks To
' Seek Attorney's
Office
et,
George Weaks will seek el,'
that to the office of Commor
wealth Attorney it was learner
I oday from an authoritative
. source. 'A fornfal announeeinent
will be made at a later date.
Weather
Report
By .UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky Cloudy
and mild with eaccasional rain
today and tanight, high today
in low 40s, low tonight mid
39s. Cloudy and mild Friday.
Same 5:3p am. temperatures:
Covington 10. Louisville 32. rds
ducah 32. Bowling, Green \37,
Lexington-32. London 37 and
Hopkinsville 35.
•Evansville, Id., 31.
se•
Lynn Grove Favored To End Attorney
- •
Concord's Supremacy Of Floor 4M4y Defend
_
The Lynn Grove Wildcats: are much smaller floors. Although it Bedwellfavdred to halt the- four year will certainly not help Lynn
reign of New Concord's R e
lairds in the county tournament
which gets underway tonight at
the MSC Sports Center.
Not since Dee Farris hooped
25 points to lead Almo to a 59-
53 triumph over Concord in the
1951-52 finals have the I I
stocked Birds been denied the
winners trophy. Last year this
was reversed as Concord copped
the laurels.
The vastness of the new MSC
Lem will seem like Kentucky
Lake to all participants, for all
are accustomed to praying on
James Brown On
Picket Destroyer
FAR EAST (FHTNC -James
R. Brown, fire control technician
second class, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Brown- . of Route I,
+Um) artme.-1.1__serying .
the radar picket destroyer USS
Sotitherland with the 7th Fleet
in the Far East
The Southerland was awarded
the, Cruiser-Destroyer, Force Bat-
tle Efficiency plaque in ceremon-
ies held at Yokosuka. Japan Jan.
3. Rear Admiral Robert H. Speck,
USN. Commander DestrOyer Flo-
tilla. Western Padfic, made the
presentation at full. dress cere-
monies.
The award, is presented to one
destroyer our ofeach squadron
that obtains the highest score's
in a series of exercises and in-
spections. Exercises in gunnery.
Seamanship, navigation.- commu-
nications and Combat Informa-
tion Center operations are in-
cluded. , • ,
The Southerland carries com-
plete radar and electronic equip-
ment to enable her to track air-
craft and surface s essels at great
distances.
- Letter To gditor
Mr. Jatnes C. !Williams
Ledger and Times
Murray. Kentucky
Dear Mr. Williams: •
The officers and Directors of
the Calloway County Chapter,
AMericaa Red Cross. would like
use this means. 'of expressing
their thahks and appreciation
to all of the people Of Calloway
County vvho gave either money
or clothing for Hungarian Relief.
The clothing was Shipped to
Camp Kilmer. New ,Jersey to
be distributed to the `  Refugees
as they were brought in to the
Camp. , : • .
Callaway County was assigned
a quota of $343. This quota was
raised and the money sent to
The American National lied Cross
for this purpose.
. Again may We express our
thanks. to all who participated,
and to the, heal papers for their
assistance.
Sincerely.
Wayton Rayburn
Chapter Chairman
Representatives
Return From Trip
Mrs. Ooltha McKeel, Cbrd, state
manager of the Woodinen
Mrs.. Clifford Meltigin, and Mrs.
Lois . Waterfield have returned
from Kriox Vi Ile. Tenn.,. where
Itity attended a special school ol
instruction conducted hy Mr
Lena A. Shigart, Omaha, Nets.
national treasurer and education-
al director of the Supreme Forest
Woodinen Circle.
Grieve, it should prave a blessing
to their flingers, Tommy McNeely
and Rod Warren, who will -have
ample 'space to get off a variety
of shots. The same applies for
Kirksey's Rob Darnell.
New Concord ia • banking on
getting the ball into "Steady"
Billy Buchanan who boo e
around the center position. The
studious Bitchaniin is one of the
best rebounders in the state and
capable on lip-ins. Be is sur-
rounded by .forwards J. W. Wil-
loughby,, 6-3. and-Billy Rowland.
6-3, who too posses a knack for
pdacing the ball where it counts.
If height is a sole factor . then
the Birds are in and at tourna-
ment time its usually important.
The Murray Training Colts Of
Garrett &shear are the tourney's
dark -horse. They drew a- bye
which sends them against the
Kirkse's - New Concord winner
who fight it Out at 700 tot-tight.
The, Murrayans are quite at home
ens -big- ...eats- -and-the- survivor
Of the Red Bird-Eagle contest is
bound to feel a little run down.
Murray Training upset Kiricsey
at home and made t Torieord play
the hard way.
Alm° and Hazel aren't con-
ceded much chance of *winning
the tournament though both are-
interesting to watch, The War-
riors have won only 3 in 16 de-
cisions while Hazel is winless in
tWenty.
The two new certificates, the
Accident Income Proteetion. and
the. new hospital-pion -healed by
the Society the first of January,
the Business Weanan's Special -
Investment plan and the hew
Juvenile' certificates were of
Parantount interest in the 5ourse
of study presented to ttle', Kerte
tueky and Tennessee field work-,
Tigers Chew Up
Racers 93-72
-
The Memphis State Ti gers
chewed up the,Murray Thorough-
breds 93-72 last night before
about 4,000 disappointed fans
A couple, of sharp shooters.
Jack Butcher who was true to
his name. and Ron Ragan who
seas supposed to have quit the
Tigers but proved the 21-point
difference, . led the visitors to
Postoffice Employes
Enjoy Chicken Dinner
The" employees of the Murray
Post Office Department enjoyed
a deTicious chicken dinner at
the Kentucky Colonel. on Tues-
day evening at 6:30.
Those attending , ware Layman
Beale, Hillard Rogers. Van D.
Aaron C. Brown, attorney and 
-Valentine,- Carnie Hendon, Pres-
-mayor of Paris, said today 
* 
that ton Jones. C. W.. Waldrop. Nor-
he -has been asked to go to Chi- man Klapp, Oscar C. Skinner,
eago to help defend Bennie Bed- Barry I. Sledd: R. L. Stars',
well, murder suspect. Rennie Parker. W. E. Clark, J.
Mr. Brawn said at, his office P. Lasiter, Maynard Ragsdale.
W. J. Swann. Hal K. .Kingins.
Clea Sykes, C. B. ford, G.
Jones, Pete Farley. Glin Jeffrey.
Patten Garner, Robert: Owen,
Glen Harris, Raphael Jones, Jes-
sie Roberts and Prentire Overby..takes more definite form.
Hart and Alexander said to-
day- they will make a public J. B. Burkeen Family
subscription to make up a fee
Has Harrowingto present to Mr. Brown on Bed-
well's behalf. Experience On Trip
Brown said . he had . talked by
telephone yesterday and la st
night -with David E. Bradshaw,
Clikicago attorney. who ,has been
representing Bedwell in prelimi-
nary hearing. Brads-haw was' em-
ployed b.y. Bedwell's mother, Mrs.
Ethel Bradberry.
Mr. Brown said-Bradshaw told
him he "would be happy to have
me .1 Brown associated with him lt< spend the dime in Rolla with
his brother and his family.in the rase. and would keep me
The J. B. Burkeen family leftinformed."
Rolla Sunday' to return to Mur-The mayor said Bradshaw this
ray. After driving about eighty.morning filed a writ of habeas
miles over mountainous, hazar-
corpus to free Bedwell. dous roads their car slid OffIn discussing the case. Brown lhe road. It' was about eleven
said he .knew 'nothing of any 
o'clock at night and the Burkeen
subscription to raise a fee." Ie family was . stranded on that
said his sympathy for the un- lonely Ozark Mountain Road un-
derdog "when it seems he is be el about six "chick the next
ing railroaded- prompts him 
„morning. Mrs. Burkeen said, for-
ewent the proposition t go ti• &inately. they had carried a jar
Bedwell's defense. of water for their son and some
He said he vcill,enter the case fruit and crackers. They also
as legal counsel, and his capacifY had two Indian blankets in the
their 16th triumph.
The Memphiahs realized 'earls
that Murray was me at the"!
Peak, missing. nunaerous. __sholo
under the basket. So they em-
Played their favotilv Racer killer.
the "Sleeper". to rack up an
11-point advantage at the half.
The, second half was hardly
a contest as Murray could seem-
ingly depend only on Big Quit-
man Sullins who tied Ragan for
high point honors. -
The- scoring . for Murray was
led by Sullins with 21, Teets
Darnell - .12. and Gerald Tatairs
Eor Memphis. Ragan 21, But-
ch/ti• I. Win Wilfong 16, Eddie
Weil 15.
The defeat left Murray with
an overall record of 9 and 8.
--
Cigarette Causes
Anti-Freeze To
Explode In Office',
The Murray fire 'truck .was
called at 12:35 noon today to the
business • office of Hugo Wilson
Motor Sales,
AesistarneFire Chief Bland said
someone apparently threw a
lighted , cigarette io an open
can of antifreeze, which caused"
an immediate explosion. He said
fire spread to the walls- (if titi
office building but were quick's
extinguished. mph' . the beim:tee
from the, fire trtick.
No one was injured in the
ntident.
-- --
Roy Enoch Uninjured
As Car Overturns
Boa. Roy Ent ch lost control
of his 1953 Cheetolet- last night
at 6:30 when'. he, hit an lee
covered bridge near Hasel.
The automobile rolled river
one tithe and larded on one
side. Both doors were jammed
and he had to kick out the,
windshield to get out of the
car, ' -
The- atontobile Was •wrecked
but he as not. tiquied.- Stare
-and 'county police attended the
ers. • incident.
on Blythe Street that Arthur
Hart and Ronnie Alexander had
requested him to go to BedwelEa
defense, and that he expected to
make the trip as Soon as the ease
-
see te
as mayor is not involved. He
stated that he , does not propose
to represent the sentiment of the
people of Paris. • •
Hart and Alexander were cir-
culating petitions today and said
they will ask the public to make
contributions to. their fund at
Jack's Pool Room and Frank's
Billiard Parlor at Pm-is.
- -
J. M. Marshall
Recuperates From
Recent Illness
J. M. Marshall, Execuile e Vice
President of Dees Bank in Hazel
is reported to be rectiaerating
very satisfactorily at his home'
in Hazel.
Mr. Marshall returned recently
from the Baptist liospita1--frr-
Memphis where - he was a patient
far several weeks following a
sudden' illness he suffered. 'ii
December 1st.
Friends say Mr. Marshall !-
able to be out and enjoy duo
in the family automobile but I,
is indefinite when he will return
to his duties at the bank.
Mr. and Mrs. J. -B. Burkeen
and two year old son. Dennis.
returned ter Murray Monday efol-
lowing a weekend visit with
his brother. Pvt. Jackie Burkeen
and Mrs. Burke-en in Rolla, Mo.
Pvt. 'Burkeen is -*stationed at
Fort Leeinardweiod. Mee but obs
tied a weekend pass in order
PENALITY. BEGINS
A penality of six per cent will
be placed on all unpaid- county
and state taxes beginning tridV,
Scar Whiele - were every useful
during those cold hours of wait-
ing.
Mrs. iltirkeen said an. elderly
man who had bee n digging
graves for a family three
,accident victims came by and
offered to pull their car out if
the ditch. As he stopped his
'truck to,. offer help, his truck
slid into the left door of the.
Burkeen Oldsmobile' causing ra-
ther slight damage. He •offered
to pay for .the_riatnage 'but' 141r.
Bo-Omen iedd- bins he appreciated-
his pulling their car out of the
stitch so much he, would just
prefer .to forget the damage.
The Burkcehs then drove. -just
a few • miles 'to the next', little
town, Motintain View. se here
they purchased chains for the
car. About thirty of the remain-
ing tvoi hundred miles were
driven on lee.
Mr. Burkeen says in the future..
he will --cheicoe• thr month . of
July to do his traveling.
Robert Young
Files For Office
HIT
I
Murray High
Will Meet
Madisonville
Murray High will meet Madi-
sonville here toMorrow night at
7:30. Madisonville has a f ine
team led by a great athlete. Tom
Raisers, •their guard. ,
Rogers was an all state, per-
former in football and is just as
efficient on the basketball, floor
Butler is another M ieonville
standout at center.
The Murray team ear win-
ning their first three St rts have
had the misfortune .of having di
least one regular out. of most
games since. Buchanan sprained
his ankle in the third g a rn e
against Trigg County, missed one
game and was handicapped-for
„several games. Then Darr Pugh,
the third leading scorer with a'
IC point average broke his hand'
in the first Mayfield game and
was out for three se, eele;- and is
just now ready to play again.
Then Neleon Shroat.• a- regular
at guard, received a .badly epraino
ed ankle- in- the third quarter of
the Lynn Grove game at the
time the Tigers seemed la 'have
the game under ;minim!. He was
replaced by little Danny Roberts
who' will probably replace him
until his recoveey.
The Madisonville game should
be a real battle as these two.
schools have developed an intene
sive rivalry.
- '
Leon Collie
And Wife In
Car Accident
Mr and Mrs. Leon Collie are
expected to return ro Murray
Sunday following a weeks N•iSit
with Mrs. Collie's, sister, Mrs.
Venice Fitzhugh and Mr. Fitz-
hugh at their .heerne in Topeka.
Kansas. 
_
The Collie's left Murray last
l'hetewilay-enorning for -Tire- siSit-
but were involved in an autinno-
bite accident- before they reached
their, distination. The details -of
the -accident have not been, learn-
ed but it, was believed the ica:
conditiiin of the highway caused
the accident.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Collie were
hospitalized at the Lexington
Memorial Hospital.. tor two days
iindergoing . examinations. ' Mr.
!Celtic was released al etninju
-but- Mrs. Collie suffered- a badly
bruised hip and a frachirect hunt.
The physician whir attended Mrs.
Collie said she would ,,not be able
to Use the fractured* foot kir -at
least four 'weeks,-
: The Collie automobile Was re- plies ain.CbOtnht.acljeleinirmtl'dinit'iea•stte-rresa'Pe71Robert Young, callowae Con- ported to be seriously damaged, a health hazard. but a waterty Tax Commissioner, has file,d Following their release from the , purifier ()Men nide' Logan latefor re-election to the office. ac- {laminae "'the Collie's have been Wednesday boniest sonic reliefcording county court cleek. visiting with her sisters family in paeeelike Ky a city id• 5.500
C."Urleanttal 7 they return to Murray, '(1'''e4sptdratt•try91:-n.et:#"e114fstiyi.s.plil*tee •
•
their one and one-hatryear old 
.,voy; from-Condon and- Ashlono uneral OfMr. and Mrs. Clearles• Cathy ,and today from eNanimal PUart, C. F
daughter. Cynthia. of Paritieah, But the city -still needed rn s'
are staying with the , Collie's 
children. Linda, age 11, and Phil. Water 
Wwaesteriiiicliedeeinedge.ntria syint. Wreck m •
1.
Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
• -star
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Flpodlands Declared As Major the
Part
Disaster  Area Ilv President rice:erns
ither
February 1; according to Sheriff
Brigham Futrell. He urged 'all Final Basket
wit° can to pay their taxes .0
once. Wins For CatsI.
Grace's, Baby
HER, IS the first photo released
of Princess Caroline Louor
Marguerite of Monaco. She in-
herits not only a royal title but
the classic beauty of her mother,
Princess Grace. Cardline figured
in her first state ceremony-
official registrittion as heiress to
the House of Grimaldi. Crying,
lustily, she was carried .to
drawing room in the Monaco
Palace for the Inscription.
West Virginia appealed -to Pt•esi- e
dent Efeenhdt•er. to declare the part:
,southeastern _West Virginia area,
covering 2.870 square miles. and -
with a 375.001 population, a •dis-
aster • area an-I :o allocate addi..
tional relief funds,•
• The situation was ',critical."
and -die hardship and suffering
severe." Underwood .said.
. Forecasts of an additional inch
of rainfall raised fear of possible
more flooding n' narroW river
valleys forking into West Virgi-
nia, Kenteeky, Virginia ,and Ten-
nessee.
A, Kentucky National Guard
celtivor Wednesday .b r o g h t
emergency generators,. 400 shots
of typhoid vaccine, blankets, and
food for the 5,500 reMdents of
Hazard, cut off .fir 20 haurs-
,MarTflanket Remains
nee -ding nisei waters left a
two-rota mud blanket upon the .
town.
The list of deaths verified 4,11.L5
far included Lester Moore, Hsi...-
lane Kee Queenly Young. 75, Les-.
gap:. Jiduny Deer,. L '
gem County. W. Va.: Donald Cal-
leeway War. W. Va : unidentified
boy , about 9, Hesdeno Ky.; and'
an unidentified girl- about I I,
Phyllis, -Ky.
-.The Red Camea sent 60 teams
of disaster workers into the four-
state area to help we'll, the long
job of cleaning uP and
The Third Army sent 13 hell.
eaptsgrs to (err in ornergencji
<Au! 8. Chandler iif
ordky. 1 h.. had- :14(.0 the Mints
!loess- earliei to declare uisacter
an., his soot,. oaired as much
.f leas! no are-a as he could
I,
Erwin ChildD• • A
E rl Toda NJ_ •  av
• • . ..
Muster Tommy Dale Erwin
.neesths old eon a Mr. and
diets Erwin of MUrrie;* -Route 4.
died '1,* the home of his parents
at 5:30 a ra. Oda%
Other sure hairs iine
1,1%.11-14.1-.. IOM'S Timothy. grand-
easems  Mr. and Mee Hub Erwin, I
. . leant. I. Mae. and Mrs.
gra  r ie.; Mr> M. 41' a
James at Merraso one .
Citio-tari of Murray Weed. 4.
Eaneral Will be hekl
at the. College Church Of Christ
Friday at 2.00 pM. with Bro.
- Earnest A LTheienger, Jr. and
Bro.. Jahn Pugh ufficiating,'
Burial 'is ill be in .34emoria
Garticti.;.-Friends call al-4h(
Max chilfChiii Funeral Winn'
the seta Ice hour, The Ma\
If Ole-ire-hill Funeral Home ía in
charge ef the arrangements. ,
les t Home
age 16. at their home on Olive
Street in Murray. eased .the situation: - 11- (de heio I
rains in some of the back-waif:h.- °morrow
ounta in commullities Cyound. the
cidnberland, River kept waters
ar all-time high marks.
Grundy. Vas,' # „town of y 000,
appealed _ by radio far help'
Wednesday- night Cut there was
ITO f orning -Fiedae at 2:0ft o'clocl:
foam, that chirinseinity. Appeals at the- CherrY. Cotner- Baptist
went out for . loot. . clothing. Chiirch Bro. d Wilson wit
drinking water and' medicine, but officiate. .
rain arid tog grounded, the. hell- Sorely( ita include' his wife
(sinters: thotescensid.• carre:. in 'Ihe I Mpi. -Anna MeCall,tryipol)erts;
undly -.ought supplies. • - lesAsegl.iier. Janice Ann: two SOM.
Davis Taylor. manager. of radio iDiekey' Ls no and 'Ronnie Ed -
oat ion *RR' at Richland. Vie, I's-ar.t. one ' Mr=
relay.oci the pleas trona GrUnels.--ILeitec . of Gras E.73(
interrupting legular ',raglans- far hriithers, Thirties:. I:o-
ut:gent messages. doipli of Padecah Leen 74 .•
"Grundy has abmit homes 4.V. Oklahoma. Chalinets. ltiib
destroyed," l'itelpr-.seriel.• -'eErgts are f'frir ef Detroit •
term care weer *vilest 'adore:" --Threnody will -he -70- the , It.
Appeals To President Churchill Fonerel flame eintil
GoN Cecil H. el-nrirrwood of funcreal• hour.
By UNITED PRESS '
President Eisenhower de-elated
KenttIcky floodlands a mcljor dis-
aster area doday'alt the 'death toll
mounted to „at -leaiet"!,10. in a font*
'state area where more rain, cold
and snow added • to the miseries
of thousands left hoinelmes. .
The Chief Execatise- Ordered
federal .aid to help -the sutfering
in Kentucky, ane of the hardest
hit states. ‘PeroSt Virginia h a s
madc a simjiar appeal.
- Virgklaia/. and . Tennessee also
were bard hit by does of rain
that turned placid-- mountain
Areadis into raging torrents that
pounded MIT' one 
 town after
aTlig her. -
Several towns were isolated
Ind. not even helicopteis could
land with desperately - needed
food and Medicine. Damage soar..,
rei to an estinialea $1.5 million.
Chandler. Makes Appeal -
The President acted in response.
'ii appeal' by Kentucky Gov.
A.. B., Chandler who said- a large
part .of eastern Kentucicy hove
Owen inundated by -the -WOrS4
.flraels in state history.
The White House said 'That so
far there has been no afficial
request for aid from ,the ;saver-
nors Of Virginia, Tennessee: and
West Virginia.
The Arms', the National Guard,
Red 'Cross and civilian- volun-
teers worked tagether against the
enatural barriers of water. moths-.
,ains, and Mud to try ti move
food and medical supplies into
MO"- • reeione.
.C.1d. rain and snow were pre-
_
licted for Kentucky. Virginia.
and West Virginia. The Weather
Betreau forecast cold and more
rain fir eastern Terliii.Ssee.
I'VA installi0jons have lull the
flood waters partly check
„ Al Hazard, Ky.. ,stores, busi-
flees houses and industries Were
hut Vew.li because of lack of
fueLand power. Mud clogged the
,treets and oozed intoii ni
downtown stores. Residents • • f
The imWir.searched for dry n.
svoiscl to heat their chilly hens
_ Army Engineers-Ai-give
..e.A...reuntsesgent, or Arrny iiti 
Ikevrs front .Fort  K es Ks.,
reached Hazard with a pirate,
electric generator. fur the, United
Mine Workers •htespitalo I:elite:nig
nurses %III" -have been telzte
o•ater bot14.1:s to keep premature
debt es ali • .
The "gavernsers of • West Viten-
nia and Kentucky appealed
President 'Eisenhower for federal
assistance. Gass Cecil H...Under-
weald. of West 'Virginia - said thy
:dilation was crfficaT and that
hardship and suffering was ese
vere."
.. At least 1,000 perseins wOre
forced to flee their hames in and
around Williamson . and Logien.
I filsPilai 'yews
Wednesday's complete record fol.
lows:
" Census 
-
Adult - Beds ... no
Patients admited from Monday
3:30 P.M. to Wednesday Noon,
Mrs. Joe -T. McKendree. Rt. I.
Benton; Mrs.. Cretin, Lovett. 402
S. 10th St., Murray, Mrs. Jimmie,
R. Miller and baby girl, Calvert
City: Mrs. Lloyd Horn and baby
girl. 1606 W. Main, Murray; Mts.
Joe Brendan and babyi boy, Rt.
I, Almo: Charlie. Miller. Rt. 1,
Miran Mr•e .0urun English, 'Rt.
7, Benton; Mrs. tleihnny Walston.
Dexter; Mrs., Benjamin r 1
(fat-rider." Fort 'Henry, Tenn.. 1,11,1
Osborn Peekr. 408 N. .3rd St..
Murray. ,
. -
the stricken areas but that ono
-A *horn sounding - basket "per-
muted the Lynn Grove Wildcats
to 't rim Murray High 67-55
Tuesday while the Murray Tra,.
ining Coils were taking a 81-55
bumping from. revenge minded
Farmington.
The Kirksey - Benton contest
scheduled at Kirksey had to
be called off because of the
electric' failure. The BeMon gym
was being used elays_tismAke and
South Marshall. „
Lynn Grove's- reserve. Lamb
gave his team the verdict as
the final horn was sounding
Mother March Of
Dimes Is Tonight
The Mather'i March of •Ditnes
will be held tonight bnd will
begin at 8*00. o'clock. li*idents
Rye' asked to leave their /tont
porch lights on so that •solivitors
may find the way more easily.
'
T Victi
•
The fun-it:el (if Charles: Roberts
age 36. wha wipe killed at . sego
eik I. k sioirrelay - morning fleg.f'
Ashland CI, v. Tennessee. will-Jais
-
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TIIE LEDGERK TIMES Southeastern Conference Is
IRLISHED BY LEW:a:I TIMES rt.e•ListuNG comabaxv. mu. • •••
:o••• oidation 2.1tuaay T1.1,; Calloway Tinies. and- The Apother Is  Ds
rirn:.s-lierald. October 20. 1928. arid Wes: Kentuckian. Januer erb, •
19y: 1942.
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JAMES C WILLLADM-IsUBLISHER•
• iv. .3„. kg • r2 no, ArIvertikiWg I ...tier* lia_tna._EkLtor
.rFcyotcw ite:11.1 whi,h tr. our opinion are not for the be..
inert 'st of our • reacie ••
•-ik•TIONA:....- • RErfiESENTATIVLS- WALLACE WITMUt CO, I?t3
..•:;:•:( -T.-nr.. 3C rark Neil • Yo.fk; 307 N. Michigar.
oo.•..(21.1 -...a;-..T. Se Poly-ston 103oatoe. • '
 
 
•
5033CRIP2ION 11.1,-.11111Y-Th-arr.ier ia Murray. per we Krc. pt •
ason.li firse. In C.aiio..ay and ad,to.n.ng cetles. per year $IN: elm-
`at the rust -e.1.11:cv, Murray., Kentucky. fur ...tranartabs.„,n a.
fieeord lass Matter,-
• 
Ln,t
B 
-d Pres.; Sports Writer
;.. h the Lao:
years it seems rh ht South--
, Ctireroce-: tatketbat-
.
may turn out •re be •
• "eerlay.l'
' :Adolph Rupp' s Wthitsts
•.-a • he bluegrass had to settle
• ear ago it
11'.e11.-:Sciay night
, hey went out fr...itt by a half-
'..ngth in this year's rare, with
1'4 53 -triumph ov.7- Georgia..
Georftia was simply .rai match.
!or Knaiiek,y. fal:.ng behimi 45-
-  
.1! halftime „ and struggling
.1•111'RSDAY --- JANUARY 31. 1957_ 
..21.r.t. the reserves tiu•oughout
ST- ..Ph.4nacioreh.a`lkhnnnyA Colt lea
.. .
.
1 Y-eciri Ago "ihit Week6 Kentucky scorers with '22 i3o4ntsz,s ••he '10..dcats. ranked the na-
, Ledger and Tirnes File a ion's Nci. -3-i_Cani by the 1-ThIlel liay .2het CT:le 3, Fcrte •
Fres.; Soarsci of Coaehes. gaire'-'1 Columbia.
elr :4th vict,)ry in 17 startv.: In other feat:Laic starni;' Wed "*
Tar Heels in Tene-Uo- -- , nesday night: (2-T.-meet:cut ex-
N•.rth Xatolina. the nation's tencled its Yankee Coriferene.
2.• • , I team. also. Far: action pc rfect record ..• 3-0 and 
sy.
Wednesday night - bot .4aiy in a conteprrce scoring record with
a "turie-upl` 77-S9 ..romp over a .124=92 victory .ner Main.'
little Wettern Carolina to extend pin Ebben of Detroit score('
its perfect record ta 16-0. Lennie 30 ;wants in a 91,81 vli-t,,r)
ii.esenbleth paced the Tar Wel.: over Houston in the DAis:our ,
1...:111 *24 tilliete: f • - - - ValleV. Conference. - •
Otherwise.' the p.i.ftht Wed- Tul.S.a romped to a 72-51'. •
ncscl..taiyn• gnig;i.waS r. free- throw oe er Santa Barbara: Lehigilhn  
c ' Rickets of ' .set- Penn State. 72-87; .1•
Guiltiest-ie. ablished a new mej- woo es e r . p,rton '...,
- - - 
------
-- 
Temple ripped Na%:yr,. 70-3!,
I ..r. is •r...711 nipped Ba);or. 68-61'
and Day-ton nearly blew a nine-
eo:h'. ..e•-id oef are : ' beating P.
Paul. 75:53_. . •
1
44. wo144tw•4000rei •41-4,--s-tra.00
The ' mark wit! Or threatened
toni;Aht • ,e, 11,-n Jackie Murdock
ot--Waite-"Forest -w+str-has7-earreer--
37 in a- row.- goes out again20
Vlrginia.
Ricketts. brother of glartnei
1-Duquesne All - Ameriest. Dick.
Ricketts. hit 10-for-In on free
throws V.-1.1e-Ilay night in 1
71-67 victory ever St. FranCi. .
Iof Brooklyn and so his 
streak-.
till "alive" for poss:ble ad-
ciitions whek DOques-w t. .
!again next Monday agsinst N..,
gra.
7it'ra! fu' (larks -Cleve" Lee. 58, ,"
ht ds li afternoon ut 2 p.m. •at the Nturray Chat. h sef
• . 
• 
•
1_,Oe died suddenly on Tucsday 'afternoon at approx.:-
truftiy 4 'o'clock at the Murray High School: Death was
' Jo a he:lt,-•, ntta,-1•;.
Scrviv:,rs include hi-  w:te. Mrs. ZUla M. Lee: one
E}ci. rvir. • 11S. C. .t.
•Iloy Sc-outs of Ca 11-w Colinty - will join the
-twt, Boy S., out, ar.:1 lequr the nation in ce.le-
k.afIng the -37th annive.i.sary ,of the founding of the
Milvme.nt in Ainer,-a on February 7 to .13.
Mr. ad Mrs.-.Pa.td notibins, were host ta the -8 o'clock
Ag ef-,.•,b•otT P.atturrlity: j,;nuary 18. for the usual. t•esi6n
of .brilge. The-high pri7.i.• for men was w:on .CarMan
t r-/e ••or women wtnt to Mils. Robhy
kellt-?was
T. (-1 .. hen !-Inpoimed Callaway ounty
v Children
l.fl. i r 7.s.civ.,.
1- e1s P drive ever sifter- it was formed
•‘7••:":7r- ele
Mzo!tiOx tf.' his home in NI rray
a • 7 i•• H. I). Maddox, in
P. r. Mrs. S.•It. Young and Dr. Young
0: B.-eofoc
•
-
Mt
aill•W-K-.
41.
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Maricn Seeks
B3.sketb;11 Franchise
• _ . _
-
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Eddie Machen Is
Rated Number 2
After Maxim Lou
mac` Mantle Gets1
Passes Fdrte's Mark
hicketts.. who had M points
to ta 'scorthc, 'flora /or the
gime. thus ;Missed the. old map.;
college mark of 33 straight free
throws set earlier this season
4ywn To
ey My_10.•
.11..axan las: .1r•- Un t:d. Press S-orts 
Wr.ter
&▪ IN •.% a, ranked - Njicke, ..11•:r;... and Y
Gence-at •11,13nascr George V.
;17.9 -having • di-speniNt "terif.h the.
• , o o, N. :1 iAV tie• dOwn to
1-;eeelrtoel • terk,. today stti if the
salar Lilt is a factor.
"" e "'ore Orrsfla. ' 1.-young slegg.i• is a S5b.0011.1.CincL
ft • t‘. he'...:
nil. r Pong elcva• 
to get whit KC asking.- 
• ,'..1 .1-• Car .1 Linded Dei Webb via • be among..
Weiss: and Yankee cia-ovenc!
:he N J. t.• the , 3 sp•••t. and -
- _ siropoen L.ght heavy veight Year"
venferr.h:V!an le is h. ,
: 111,4e of San: Thego. Calif.. l as Ian '  be
• N.• .Paetrano of ' Maga7ihe totla
y- Wfil as has
5, A Or..ars. La.: is .filth and 
cated he. wil; begln' "heavy
a.,b Satterfield of Chicage •, nations.•Each speaker at the cerestor.,
. will, get up and praise Mickey •,
-3 A • • No:at:lee Po'nurey of Trinidad
t, • r e ro,„. u. /ht. 2 sir-. th,i the 
sky. Then it will be V.1.1
io speak abon:
"Eft 1"3'zi ) ...ant ratings un- the i 
:en Mit
' ha. Is - second-r kind kis ,ek- 
'oaseball virtues. Weno c, r.
an.Anean champior. G.-r- • txx-siblal. say' .-r- 'the 
buma can
Hecnt of Germans. -An hit a. utve 131,11."
7p1A, a I. foortb. (-hack Spa- Mantit 
r stacks up as the Ta -
r Laostng. Mat . terrain-t kees' biggest 
financial headac,,
• , N- • 1 conlender snu •"i• but two mere IA 
their playjr
.en.horo. of New York was rank- •.•.•ho aren't fixing bo.lge ur'
,•ffereci r, 're ninnev a.'
Ro`eans who Ihe :Don iPerfect Game)
MI"- .7E100 Grim.• ro: etg".• t Gent:
• r on Jan 2. was ranked •he
... eon•e.-der in that diyis.:,3 • • Yank
. ;not: ed by Carey Hinder ..1. -Latest Yar.s....e ta.,i)
t-r- z
F. anee. Ira iph Jones of Yoe r. were shartsttA
p. G:1 N1r1h.L,2t-
y_ •01,4 h ; ark fir!,t. ba.a.man Joe f,
;each' of v..ti,,fr, agreed 1.,
• -f ch:cag”.
- 
:W5dnesd.rfy recti,,:ng ran
-..ran-..• 0kims atleii The Yankees. howev•r. are!,
in •t." ."" "•1.tPr."' 1•3"t*I`'h-1 the only club with saiary pro„
1. • - : .kfr
c7';'•;  • cHa‘riVk'r•At 11,r,.:C1,1,1 711 Par;
• cA.:ventiti .1. hnnN,
Wins Mile Event
.
GE cr.t. :Tr."..;- --.;.•4 77, ,•.• York .
• . 13th
ck and
- 
1, r• and.
• n,:tottr, cc! sp-
i---r_t?.y l.a ' beh1r61
••
.•
-4,1re+
-
toe N, 2 coni..m...r .r Flo) _
I. .3 .1,--ot nit I. w..:s rat.; '0
Pat' 1.. ,‘ t
th.• .r .ankci,.
,* h... liCOrLti B rass 'lacks
n Ring *!4:.• 1.• Zi
▪ . a v,i.tvry vnien
o !* (1 • ic gh :It ,
.-ItAhrg for n. re rn..ra., it.
;.• ': opep • •
; L. •
atikee avi-s.. Spahn. a 20
winner laA oft 111,1
u alikee for his home in Hai
- lorne. C,iLI1a.i Viet;no--1.... at
‘,...a.t.m.t tit kot lirt.
S.;,okil!.
N. 1 -n-'roe petroi' T1XV5 it..tht
en'i licard a ' fr.41
1.11;iy" H14-1•,..•
24-lame winner. and C-tcvelan.
wri1413i Itianegi:r Hank Green
fai:nd AIL tn atto-r•
.1.0 NV, on. ,1 • 1", :7
! nt. -
, M••••  vit." • ;
it, ti;;: -runt. frort1h."TiMai: S
• Tuyi ." hich is Showing -alorg as
d fo'aturkty at the Vat,,ity
••.• ,olth Al.,n Ladd -in 'RE-D---.14-0-UN.TAIN..
•
-"T
•
•
:wsta.0.0 0.••-•)' '
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LINDSEY'S
•
FEBRUALY LEARANA ,
SALE STARTS_Fli DAY
COSTUME
ONE GROUP
Regularly •
$1.10 to $3.95
ON 49c
ONE GROUP
Regularly
$4.95 to $13.50
only $995
ONE GROUP
Regularly
$2.20 to $6.15
only $150
• .
ONE GROUP
Regularly
S6.50 to $15.00
only $395
SOME
Spri4g and Summer
JEWELRY INCLUDED
GOLD RAG!
LADIE3 and CHILDRENS
BIRTHSTONE RINGS
1 '.;ROUP
KEG. 45 to $10
1 GROUP
REG. $10 to $50
SAVE
SAVE
Masonic & Initial Ringer.
MENS RUBY RINGS
e -1O -23 hp to $59
DOZENS TO CHOOSE FROM
SILVER PLATED
arid STERLING'
. HOLLOWARE
Save 31O - $20 per piece
assorted KNIVES - FORKS
spooNs and Serving Pieces5 ci
c per. piece
•
51.y.
Go ASSWArttri::,
INNUI1Er.A111..r. EATTERNS *ley Per fir
SAVINGS UP TO 6 71)
tiiiimaJoLDS
-1 GROUP
_ -1/. 3 offtO 1 2 
_
I
\ FEBRUARY 1st.
CLOSEOUTS 0 DISCONTINUED
PATTERNS and S ''LUS STOCK
WE HAVE SOME PIE IN EACH8, 
OF THE FOLLOW 'G 
-
CASTLE-TOW
* Thistle Belrose
* Woodmere * St. Regis
* Sunnyvale
•
* Caprise:
* Gloria -
* Carltan
likvILAND
Greenbriat: .* Rose
* Gainsborough
* Clinton * Wilton
-
* Concord...
* RosalinSe .
*
STERI,MG
.e
We have a few pieces to close out our
Surplus Stock in all of the following
patterns -
•
CAMELIA - DECOR - GREENBRIAR - ENGLISH
GADROON - LYRIC - LILY OF THE VALLE1.-
MELROSE - RONDO - BROCADE - BLOSSOM-
.
TIME JPRELUDE. - SPRING GLORY 5 WILD ROSE,
- GRAND BAROQUE - ROSE POINT - SIR CHRIS-
I OPHt R - S4RADIVARI - DAMASK ROSE -
III
MANSION HOUSE - CANDLELIGHT - KING
itICHARD - MADERIA OLD COLONIAL f
FRENCH PROVINCIAL. - RAMBLER ROSE an
SILVER FLUTES
SAVE UP TO 5
ON SOME OF THESE ITEMS
0
cRouP
IN BARS
ieWeivy
Your Cilo;:e
A" int r
ea
6 : •
I GROUP Reg.S2.50 to St. i5 gap41•00'.
1 GROUP lk.eg.I4 03 to 57.95 $22 C400'
• 10%
THESE ITEMS ARE CLOSEOUTS. THEREFORE
WE WILL-NOT BE ABLE TO CHARGE, GIFT WRAP
Al.!. PRICES INCLUDE TAX
Lii s
MURRAY,' KENTUCKY
OR -1PScHANGE
4
0
11L0tD
• . .
-
•
to'
-
•
As
.‘111” :141957
•  -
•
t.
•
*
FINUED
STOCK
N EACI1
6
* Caprisc
* Gloria
* Car'tan .
at
* Concord -
Rosalin
* Vonda:•'.
G ."
te out our
following
•
R - ENGLISH
IE VALLI A.-
- BLOSSC01-
- WILD ROSC7.,
- SIR CHRIS.
ASK ROSE
FIT . KING
COLONIAL I..%
R ROSE an'"
0%
MS
as i‘ea
i r0 imako
44,
•
ANGE
4
••••
•
Y.
•
•
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Neglect Of
Jazz Noted
On Television
c
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 1111 —One of • the
untidiest ommissions 4n TV pro-
gramming is the networks' neg-
lect of jazz—drogressive, oldy or
even slightly mildewed.
Those who dig can catch jazz
• occasionally on segments of Steve
Allen's NBC-TV "Tonight" show
or on CBS-TV Suncray eyeopen-
er, "Look Up And Live." But,
said to say, that's about it.
For the past six months, how-
ever, at least one radio network-
Mutual—has been filling the gap.
It has been blowing up a storm
with a two - hour showcase,
"Bandstand U.S.A.," a "live" ef-
• 
fort that has provided gigs for
such practitioners of the art as
Dizzy Gillespie, Gerry Mulligan,
Lester. Young and the late Art
Tatum.
•
•
•
I
Scared to Death
"You know," when we began
this series last July, I was scared
ti• death. We didn't really know
whether it would take," says pro-
ducer Tom Reynolds, who also
holds the elegant title-of musical
coordinator at Mutual.
"What's more, our first show
carne" from the Newport Jazz
Festival and we didn't even have
clearance for a bunch ._91 _ttiMS
Duke Ellington wanted—to play
until five minutes before air
time. We really sweated that one
out.
"But we made it. And now,
we're really beginning to catch-
hold—we started with 82 sta-
tions and at last count, we had
more than 300."
Reynolds, a clarinetist ind for-
mer bandleader hi•mself, sees to
it that the show keeps its spark
by funneling the music in 15-
minute slabs from nightclubs.
Visit Many Nightspots
Thus far, his broadcast crews
have set up their equipment in
genteel dungeons as far scattered
as Washington, Philadelphia, Chi-
cago, Boston and Wilwood, N.J.
In Manhattan. the program has
emanated from the caverns of
Birdland, the Embers and an
esoteric musical dugout in Green-
with Village • called the Cafe Bo-
hemia.
Some of the sounds are pretty
far out — from plu-progressives
•
GARDEN' FRESH
VEGETABLES
'LARGE CRISP
. ..... 
. .
THE
4-H News
The Lynn Grove Jr. 4-H Club
received new members and saw
a. film at a meeting January
17 at Lynn Grove High School.,
This information was. received
.from the cliet
reporter. Following the role call
and other business, the group
joined in singing.
HIS OWN LAWYER
MARTINSVILLE, Va.
Because his lawyer was found
to be intoxicated while defend-
ing him, James R. Nelson was.
fined $50 for contempt of court
Monday. Nelsbn, appediting on a
reckless driving charge, was act-
ing as his own lawyer.
such as Miles Davis and Charlie ' •
Mingus. "But we try to keep the
fare balanced." points out Rey-1
nolds. "Dixie, swing, whatever is
being blown around the country.
"We use big bands, too—Stan
Kenton, Count Basic. Vocalists,
like Jeri Southern, Chris Con-
ner and 'Billie Holiday. Occasion-
ally, we even use a sweet band
like Claude Thornhill's. What
we've. found from our mail, is
that jazz fans want lots of music
and very little talk."
LETTUCE Head BY
LARGE STALK
CELERY Bunch 1 (Pa
CARROTS Bunch 1 (P
RADISHES Bunchl 0!
BEANS
POLE
Fresh Green
Sweet Corn
TURNIPS
Dolly Madison Sour 19
Pitted CHERRIES
9'cb 
25 
3 lbs 25clb
3 Ears
2 cans 29,,c
BELLE MEADE
Club Crackers 2
HYDROX
COOKIES 
_DELIVERY
' • , •
7 •IP
— 
-
*pkg. 19c
.1"
MO
•10
r
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`Cardiactor' Eddie Cantor .pea,
Enrolls a Heart Volunteer
EDDIE CANTOR. the nation's No. 1 "C.ardiactor," pauses during a
tour of the Cardiac Clinic of Los Angeles Children's Hospital to enroll
Nurse liarhara Shevlin in the *olunteer Heart Fund arm)s. Itirli will
march on Heart Sunday. 'February 24. Mr. (.antor, who suffered a
heart uttark several )ears ago, has been designated to serif: WS AMR.
iris'. 195; Heart Fund Ambassador,
YACHT CLUB
COFFEE lb'
HY-POWER
TAMALES
100
Cans
21 2
• ',.1.7.•••.,r07.".4f., •"'2". 0 '• "
''•
79c
LIBBY'S
BEEF STEW
1-aLil
b, 43c
Dromedary
CAKF
Pound Cake Niix - - - (tC '
White Cake Mix 29C
Honey Spice  pkg. 19c
JOHN
cROCERY
alA
_
Bottles
ON
5inu. rt-4 b-t/ngb tL
is _
• • 4111. •
4
Catastraphes
Kill 1300
Last Year  
C:op Dust:ng Class
Has Full Quota
COLLEGE STATION, Tex. -I-
AA— A full class and a waiting
' list has been announced ihr an
unusual prograrl offered by Text
as A.& M. Mlege. .
NEW YORK, N. 'Y. — Catas
ttophes — defined as those acci-
dents in which five or more
persons are killed — took more
than - 1,300 lives in the United started in November, 1955,
States during 1956:- about 150 and was the first of its. kind to
less than in 1955. the staiiti- be jointly sponsored by a college
and the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
The 
.
more faVorapie record re- ministration. .
fleets a smaller death toll in This year's salon' is offered by
major catastrop s — those in the college and .the Texas Aerial
.which 25 re lives were Applicators Association with sup-
lost. During 1956 there were port from the Texas Aeronautics
five such catastrophes which ac- Commission': It opened Nov. 5
counted for about 270 lives; in and rubs "to Dec. 15.- -
1955 nine_ catastrophes of this Fred E. 'W_eick of the aircraft
magniti:de caused the loss of research center at A. & M. iaid
more than 600 lives, i the 10-man flight class has been
- Not in many years has the filled for this year and that two
death. toll from outstanding na- i men were on a "waiting list" in
total disasters been so low. In case of dropouts.
1955 the major ItUrricanes, floods 
and tornadoes accounted for the _
loss of more than 450 lives. Icatakrephes result'n.g in five
1 compared with only 25 during ot more deaths were caused by
the year just ended. motor vehicle accidents. Con-
More than one-fourth of the flagrations caused an additional
loss of life during 1956. in allone-fifth of the total. .
farm-frath
flavor
COUNTRY Saloo(!)
KRA SAUSAGE
TUNA
2 cans 39c
BIG BROTHER
31 ARGARINE
11).19c
BIG BROTHER
SALAD DRESSING
qt. .... 39c
ROSE-DALE
SWEET PICKLES
qt. 33c
GRAPE HARVEST
SALE!
TREE TIP •
.."-KENT70
tree to strengthen it is not as easy
as it looks, says Martin L. Davey,
Jr:, the • tree expert. To do it
properly, skill and experience are
needed to know where to apply
the gratest support. Other thing.*
7- The class is described as an that must be known are weight
"aerial applicators school." - It distribution, wind stress, charac-
teatches., how to dust crops 'from ter and peculiarities of trees and
airplanes and helicopters. ttreir physical structure. Simply
The' _aerial applicators school wrapping a supporting wire qr
band about a limb may ,stop the
flay of sap and strangle it.
A!! of the students are qualified
pilots
,
, ranging in flying experi-
ence from 205 to 3,323 hours.
1Some of them are sponsored by .-
1On-op-dusting coceras, firms that
contract to spray insecticides rivet
, crops from airplanes:
Although crop-dusting is nc
longer a new practice in Texas
other aerial operations as applied
to farming have grown.
Many rice farmers along thc
Gulf Coast in the souttleast part
of the state hire aviation concernu
to sow and- fertilize their ricc
crops from .the air.
Sowing -of wheat and othei
small grain crops has been ex-
perimented with in other part
of the state.
POTTED _ EVAPORATED
MEAT MILK
can 5c 2 fortal9c
Vie'na Sausage KR AUT
Insteme
NONFAT
DRY MILK
Makes 09c
4 Ots.
2 cans 19c 9c
43c ile/141
Country
style
BUTT EF
3
pound it
Snowefil
non 
3-jb.  89c
PENNY
..DOG FOOD
3 for 19c
80 COUNT
216 COUNT
--sessinassess-au-nirs,--scam--...ccosen.asesain •
•
YELLOW EYE
PEAS
9c
RED BEANS
9c
P/NTO
BEANS
9c
Butter Beans
9c
OCTOBER
BEANS
GREAT
No. BEANS
9c
tVY BEANS
9c
HOMINY
9c
Pork & Beans
pc
BLACK EYE
PEAS
ftc
Kidney. BEANS
49c ,1
•••••••
•
•
'I
,
14
!•-•
.••••••"
•' :me. •
•
•
'
lac Ito <onai.
•
.1
•
'.GE FOUR
,rs: James-10141r-
. • onored .41- Stork Secial Calendar
Shower RccentlY ,Mrs. James S. Klap-p- was "the
honoree at a shower given at the
Murray Electrit Building -on
Wednesday, January 23. at sev-
pn-thirty o'cla<ek in theevening.
, The tv-istesses fer t11 oZeasion
were Mrs. _John Loftus III, Mrs.
Lamon King. and Mrs. Norman
K1app
Contests- were corulkcTlset with
-the reeipents of the prizOs being: Tuesday. •February 5
ars: Ronald Baird. Mrs. John The Jessie LUdwick Circle of
Sammons. and Mr's. Frank the Woman's Association of the
caster. 'Cellege Presbyterian Chureh‘Will
The- honOree, who wore a teaii meet at the home of Mrs.,B. F.
blue dress-with a hostesses' gift Scherffius at tWo-thirty o'clock.
corsage of pink carnations cen- • • • •
tered with a tiny stork,"opCneel Murray Assembly No. 19 Qr-
her -gifts which had been pfaeed e.A.r of the Rainbow Mt Girls
on a table overlaid with a white will ItC,Id its regular meeting at
cloth and centered with a minra- the Masonic Hall at seven o'clock.
Lure story ho,dinq a baby doll. An installatioh service wJ be
•freshments of. individual held for those absent at ate la$
Cr s iced in yellow lopperriwith. meeting. _.
cofie.•. and mi.j4s were - • • • • •
served by the hafF-sses.. • •
Those present were l'i•ledarn,-.., Alexander Has
Randall Patterson; G C. Ashcraft. 
Bridal Juhr: Samnions. Paul MR, Solon .D v t , -
Shackelferd. Julius t'S har p e. For iliss White •
George Shelton. Ben 'Grogan..
Jimmy McGee, Ronald Baird. Miss .Beverly Ann White. br
ide
Frank 1...r-caster. La:rv Hopkins: <.:ect of Bill Wyatt of •Pas
iticr.ir.
the honoree, and the hoctesses., was e•••nialinienteid•with'obr
t 
.•-'•:-
Unabie o ...tenti but • sending fast given by:1111s. Tcrnmy 
-gifts were Mesdames .0f C. Mc-a...01_11er it'her apartinent at 5•20,•-_.
Lernore. T. C. Carra... -.y. x.".; Br. ad i ,Strect herrr..•ther.Ragsdaie._ Cody_ lryR.I.' . Ward,  assisting' . r. 
Dunn-way. HaAeeli Shelton. ha- . The M•rioree chi-5ewear to we fer
be < Gord, n. Bryan . Rup- tote occasion a white knit dressert Parks. Marvin Swanh. Cletus, with a corsage of red ‘fnd white.
Hi oh J B. Blirkeen. At-rees. gift _ e the hos,ess Miss.
Crider. Nolan Adams. gala •Bur-' White was presented' a weddi
ng
•een. DavenPhrt• *ain't? gill_4`1 bY Mrs-- AIL-under-
Cher . lota.k
Sykes 'R. r•ha J,,nes. and. Gene in the decorations on the 'car,.
• tobles and :he coffee table where
b-autdu err:MT:erre-1:5 of Amer -
can Beo:',v• roes :".714 hi,e car..
were ere .prese-r.t MisslYhite.
Mrs. Porter White, Mrs. T • m.
W.ritt•, Mrs, Nancy Jceton. Miss
'..:K;42. and Mrs:Cara Ann Wilson. Miss Patsy-
Wendell T, Panucah ere Bactanan: Mrs. Joe Farmer Orr.
hostess• for a -uncial shower h-eid min . Julie. Ann. west: Mrs. war_Tn. --fe---a4f1"•1.1"---'4.-the' TrrnitY-Ier 1<nes. Jr. !.tr'ss Can :3 *1:-
34 • cf Miss sir,. war, r
Be‘ 7 y Ann WM..., Mr,rray. lexander.
: R W.
_ .
are. 1.'7:
• se•fi. In the -nee •rations and
Tr • 7 Game-5
. :
- =
Monday...lebr..ary,
i The Business. Worneris Circle
of the WMS of the First _Baptist
,Church will meet with Miss. Lau-
rine Tarry•al 7:15 o'clock.
- 
. • 4 * •
the „Louie Moon Cityje of the
WNIS of the First Baptist ,Church
will meet, with Mrs,Caiarles Sex-
ton at seven-th ty o'Clock.
Bridal Shower Held
In Complimen! To
licz•erll 1 not White
•
Mrs. Truman. Turne-
Oren.P Her 110,ne
,Err•
L., - •
a la :virss
r-r "
:C ;J. thr• C :•••.•.vaicr i-f-arorrn•
anc. c1,1,
Oe M1.2.
, Larry S•ricklanci. Bob -WrIgnt.
Don Arrnttr,ng. Marshall J,hes:
Rehr.- Harry De.inney.
Byr r, • Sterning Graves.
G&-r. , :.a
Jess • To- W.a al:
-
of
portel < Sam
K, ..• li,, r, •• Wr:.• r I..
D S. : rc:
T. lis sea: rl L ID (-
Jr W 0:11.7 
C,
An'.
and Mrs. Car: /iliaitioas. and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather pres'ent.
The civot:n r.
.1/4frs. Eddie Billing; • :
Scripture reading fr, rr:llie '
'chapter of Pso'rr.s Mrs M,<r•i.
Br<ae-, cl :tee' e‘.1 reerva":-.p.
M r a -..:r
• :
- r. -r
: - . a-
• r.
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Welch
Crape Juice
 
-31;
lin CUSTOMERS ARE !IIAPPY!
AT THESE
FOOD
VALLIES
GRouND BEEF
qtAW.404•WWL1
.5 pure fresh - - lb. 29c 
24-o4z.
Big Brother
-rapse'frttit
Juice ,
• ,
Lge. 4-6-oz. Cans
r:
• • s
--.••
t
LAST TIVES TONIGHT—DeborOh and John --:Kerr
Ili jiff SYMPAT -,
wicieralitc•g", t,,IL
and 111,•tro -plow 
•
-
•••••••••11.1"..01 . AMY
FRIDAY & AMR AY -
2 BIG FEATURES!
-
fir RA D m! STWWYCK M -41RRAY BE;En 
,
•arc PAT Atell,,M;1.1C,!S•i.: • •;'Lki
 
P U S-
OT • tePEDY • IRETAND
ONE OF THE
- 
FRONTIER'S EPIC
ADVENTURES!.
4 ' AND *MP  
It
Adams Frozen
Oranyx
Juice
6-oz. Cans
COOKING or EATING
Winesap Apples
2  29' 
cumuli
PINK MEAT
.41 
YELLOW RIPE
Bananas ,B29'
5'
Simple dish ...
S*145/ denW
44,0 11•411 Held
and ser— r6"111.117.
49c lb.
MORRELL or REELFOOT TENDERIZ
ED
HAM
BUTT PORTION  59c lb.
9!
Pork Chops 69lcbCenter CLir
country
style
BUTTER
37C
I•2 pound
f 
a
DRY CURED
0... .i........4
FRESH PORK BRAINS
lb.
Cups151
No. 1 Great
NORTHERN BEANS  *lb. bag 49c
WESSON OIL — quart - 68c
Stokley Yellow - 16-oz. can
WHOLE KERNEL CORN  2 cans 29c
Showboat - 16.oz. can
EARLY JUNE PEAS 
Dixie Pride
BISCUITS 
Red Bird •
VIENNA SAUSAGE 
14-oz.
DELMONTE CATSUP 
2 'cans 29c
can 10c
can 10c
19c
KINGAN LUNCH MEAT, 12-oz.  39c
SWEETHEART SOAP  4 for 29c
BUSH'S BEST
PINTO BEANS - G. N. BEANS
NAVY BEANS - RED BEANS
PORK & BEANS - BLACK
EYE PEAS - BUTTER BEANS
BUY 10 CANS FOR....
and ad one can for lc
CAN
•
•
•
•
•
•divawk,vt...t-A‘w(c,
.A •9-oz. Can
•Alrivt.s.tt.- 4..%‘..67Nb%% f
Big Brother
Yellow Cling
!fa
PEACHES
Lrg. 21/2 Can
— Limit 4 Cans —
e, Big Brother
•
•
Crushed or Sliced d
41.
Pineapple 5
_
BAGWELL Strawberry
18-oz PRESERVES 49
LAYS lge. twins
- 
POTATO CHIPS
69c
NABISCO
Honey Grahams
1-1b: box .. 35c
HEINZ Strained
BABY' FOOD 3 FOR 29c
I NEW
) .\ La I 
"PLATTERS and .PICTNRES"
EACH SATURDAY 10:30 A.M.
'ett
. •
'
•••
RED CROSS
SPAGHETTI
11c
HIPC)kITE'
Marslun'low Cre
25c
frostiness
in a kag!
AIR-TIOHT
MOISTURE PROOF
3-LB.
89c
KARO Waffle
SYRUP
Qt. • • • 49c
ARGO
Glossy
STARCH
2 for . . . 15c
LE 13,70THER LINIT
CORNED BEEF HASH 15-oz. - 29c
BEEF with GRAVY . . 15-oz. - 39c 
I 
, 
• •-Y.'. • • 7 Kosher Dill
PICKLES Qt. 29c
•
-.1-1"1;
, • :•-•;.•
i • •
15c
WAXTEX
19c
POPS RITE
POPCORN
white
1-lb. bag
19c
.lim••=1411.41,
SAVE
NEW
BLUE RIBBON
TISSUE 34c
\ • t---
044264/ 1hli.t;*
rafie I '
TONY 5
s DOG
Kw 3 for 25c.
MUSICS
20 Mule Team VIETTi 2 FOR
1-Lb.
BORAX 24 CHILI 29c
LOTS OF PARKING SPACE
'
Stankist Tuna 29c
MACARONI 'IC
Food
Market
• 
Friendly Courteous Service •Phone 1061
II
•
•
•
!*
.1
itv
\
•
"'
at
•
•
•••••
• er
• J.
• --
•
• •
•
•-•••
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111111,
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,
3c per word for one day, •ninIn1111111 of 17 words for
I; •
50c - Sc per word for three days.
•
TAR_ LEDGER & TIMES 
Cleasified ads Aire Payable In advanC41.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY.'
•••••••
.11 counle., Electrically equipped -
I 4 COCKER "SPANIEL Puppies, !Lynn 
bed, other beds, springs 
- 
CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No 
;stoker heat. Mrs Maymo. Ran-
Cali 1310. jlip ;ant: 
mattresses, 'sewing machine ' a05- Poplar. ;
1-In good-condition, tables, etairS, 
buttons or zippers. Call 55. TF*311:41*
Elf:
SLEEPING' ROOM for. 3 or 4
' 
AUCTION SA114,141 Saturday, Feb. 
glass -and iron ware, glass poi DEALER - SALESMAN. Automo- boys. 107 North. 17th or phone
2. at 1 p.m., rain or shine unless 
safe, dinner bell, bread tray, milk nye and indus_rial . tools a n d
ice on the highways, at the late, cans, dishes and cooking utensiii. 
equipment. We have an opening 891?W: 
F1P
Tom Trease home. 2ta miles west Ox yoke.. few barrels ;of • 
corn, for a man who wants a $10,000 2 FURNISHER Apartrr-nts. Also
of Kirksey, turn westaat sign on several bushels of oats, stock 
income. Must have, good charact- a storage house 18x21, ground
Kirksey-Brewer Highway. , peas, large pile of coal, 
fanning er and community standing. Smad floor. 1206 W. Main. Phone 325.
, Win son' Kel‘.erurtor refrigera-  leads. new wire. lot of scrap iron .
invedatment recIPired, F2P
4 
but will
, tor and stove. Zenii.h_11-in. TV, and many otaar :Lents. Douglas 
finance the' right person. Write ____ _ _ _ _
used a few months, washing Shoemaker, Auctioneer. 1TC 
for interview request, Snap-on NICE SLEEPING, '71100MS. 3on
Tools Coruoration, 2647 Wasliing- Wood:awn. Also furnished apart-
-- 
• ton Blvd., St. Lutlia 3, Mo. Fall rnent near college, electric heat.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's
 Puzzle 
 
 
Fred McClure. phone )057-W.
HOUSEWORK or Baby Sitting. F2P
Want to stay 'n the home. Berne
• Wyatt. Phhoe 1260. F2P  3 ROOM APT.. nth/ate' • bath.
electrically eqatipped, private en-
trance - furnace heat. 1202 West
3 Main Street. , 
F2P
a
, mac •i;;; marble
op dresser with swivel lop mir-
4
•
a
FOR SALE
 
tow, -also nice ood Jenny
St-Kind of cloth
tat).
1 -NI out- 27-Soared
7-A mo/ iht--.141/0•10
12 -CI:,1; beetle 12 - Urge on
14- Vet) small
1..-1,no•k• 41 - Egg;
,l1Poica•••riondas. 4S--1,11kIsh
115- P.,reitt trelleq.) 50-No.7,4er
le-Amteer -Si tease meat
roe
Ilan
molles
SG-Tanr.:ed
ACROSS
.1 "2?- ' ,•-• ire
pro, qto21,--iinl,„ -Wei '
. 1,.,IT.1.1,..: DOWN
26-S 1,.., ,our -.
21) I ' u -.• e . ' 1 - I '. • :it 'rvloeman
,. . 
-•,nit.ni. ,.,, . i;•..iiiiii.)
. 27- in l.... ..o.i•oic -.;.. 2- .V Mem .. '
- '
.. 
t,Z,--Stieor• . elo•k.,, 6
. .
'P.M= a • 
... ......... ... L
I .
• •
•
.  
_c 7----"--7777,
• r/'•  
•
•
•
St.
•
arr
4
•
4 -Prepeel:on
5-Nutub,r 218 N. 13th. Phone 727-3. J31
P 7-
th-fMTfteroting
7- te,loo violqn 2,F17RNISHED pOOMS, idea! for
saisa-einsavar• • volliisteabays sr eupPle• 307 Woad-
' "mitt" • Ia.  n, rtuth 
nor- I WILL. KEEP .small children in
- itt.:Ueniy body S 
my home. Phone 1834. J31C
-s for
irYOmg
11 -2 Preside tie
1
- 
 Gatcie B. Lancaster,
Lancaster Beale
--4ohlr
Land Trasafers
SMALL
WANTED 
fta/4141134412:3-
i suitable for working lady or
•
••••••••••••
FOR RENT
-J
FfVE ROOM HODpE,
!nent, furnace ht-at, double aar-
age. Call. Gallawas Insuraac
Agency, phone 1062 or h 0 us e
phone 151-M. - "at?
in' Ii •
4 ROOM ROUSE -electricity,
two miles out North Hwy_
See Claud Rtiwland or ph .ne
687- R-2. , J31P
mprfERN 2 BEDROOM house
Chardwood floors. Oil heat
as!00 ent'sly Sparta Tin's°
7-77 1
.111111 i.
ft /
Os .
/411111111 111
-
••• a i;•••• •••••• •••••••• 5..
22-11. .r Wagers
.4-En tidy traCLI
Eng.)
•25-liwat
2t1,-Clot*••liti:asurs
:7-fly way of
211-11ostelry
Se-Pfroe out
31-Norneer
.2'2-Worm
14- Main er# -
36-7'eru
SS- Fre 't'l.)
:19- Nom;
40-1 ter lam"
41-Path
44--Jso-k et -
• 4.-•-fti..kor stake
45- 1Ve -
pi-
41- C, ilectton a .
frt
72 -Pr,filit down
•••••••••••1••••••' 51-Prcnoun
ratorsay:-..,
frorn our 5t High -GaRia---reur
Machines in this area. No sel-
iieg'! To qual,fy for work you
.nuat have a car, references.
140 cash ireLured P.' inven-
Dry. Devoting -6 hours a week
o busiresa,your end on per.
ntage of collection, will net
a to $400 monthly. with very
ood possibiliaes of taking
a.er full time. income increas-
ng accordingly.- For interview
I 
nclude ph-one ...rumba.* in ap-
ol;cation, write 'AIS State Dis-
, .ributing Company. 50§. Fifth
Ave.. New York_ ;7. N. Y.
..,..2,..igi......
'..laNC
S1
.
1.::1..
....
.. 
.....
... i 
....
, 
Argr-,11
g) Tr-,
..e,,V,-,....,,,_________ •••-- By WAYNT
_-:-,---------x...;---i•-__
R OS E It T S, 
. 
i• 41t4
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.,..u.,-.7. ----.......,..7,,
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0 1951, Sourer! ik Cur' Inc.. pub/1311er, of the 1.rir'' rime. Distributed br !ler Festurea Itv.n*._teseis
i "•.1I 11.7.: ".1 I Car"'' I 
Pun .: r ' .0 I :n I-n- the .oit, t. ,•_ -
 ,,, 1 .
\ CI '' . l ..• m !"1,1 *lee
s: b'w. se. and d'aupil,d t • ".t Mb 
nail live, I. don't like thorn. el.i.i,a
r.
-1 Ann' brought to C1-",1 t•'..rr io v -
ith a quick. may, as gestate 2The 
food is bad, but li• nave to
iutt 1.13 fast real prob.em a .....„ He w: i one 
ot those who had lust eat d. 
too. It • all we tu.ve. And
'eland. tie was Matting 's tete ovor
pt.ae: ad the rook. He Jain. no matter 
what. the rea,tin IS tor
rhornint visit to see f.he'mer. .*.dio 
'Cr.- . 41 sl.". t 03 hIP rocker. air 
the situation. It can't Or helped
A.:ere r: --It: Corporal Di, ,,i
ns,r, I t'',Ink a- :I bottet l'• k . h..11 
ti' 00.W. kVe'Ve had a rough ...Inter 
,
graeta lanen at the door.-.. ly t
it fat a w! ,e. He's gonna 
hurt and it's not' over, but it will be.
and well make it. In tht o'. ,in-
VAN low-c.:ilin9ed. C.-7.,tc .onii 
:tag ,.:)111(.130(1t. "
V it hotise-it the a -a ust t ae 
'e 'm Want started it?" .Chad 
de, ' time. We'le going to a =t like
l"-t. Maiming, sir. Easady for
 man.led. : 
soldiers. every man of us '
• 
-thr-rection.- . % _ , "y•- / t'. sit. 
Duncan here *aid
1 
Chad turned to MilliV'ane. "Ser-
chact se..,-..j siartaa .,0„...a at 
raaniethin :bola the grub." • TOM- geant. these men 
wd! remain ..in
.• the isca-atan. tr: .aka to •
a - • a: t-er evinced 
at the men- t le other, formation. You' 50,1 Se
rgeant
m
4 
iu , , . :.„..;.• „.4. ,„,,,„tlin,„.. had pinioned to 
the flocd, wrier.
,,Cimil had entared. - can alas. than 
itidgely tr,.. that.
Aratt.rson will. heag first than-
I',', 'W. to 1.-74 them T; :n 4-el: 
.
CsiOtiet.y r ,••••1 I0 trig ,, :"
.II"1:"cn'wflat ' 
'jupt .,;., t!tetr wrists., and vcu will
doorway and v. !;..i. ".,a e a - 
"I>unnit. siai 
It it find a.. wtrong man ho • will ewe-, i.71 started a 
r• -silty. 1,,eiraimult, chine . a-rtire 
fay .‘"11' Got- '-'-' vellIn at eI
)c'" them fita•een lemma This will be
 .
. 
Tana" lie ..., aa-t a= .. a. n $iit '''''el
.anfl (74)('Wle LI-2w a tatil":_ call-“,
d.out tfornefi,atety.•'
of stev. at Duncan ATI huntt-an
of Hi,. f.wiiligyni, C....t_I a step tie- 
. -- - - 
. ' - - 
' Mullvane. ins tar.- ,e• ,iression
-
hall hur-lir • 
le-4 said.evenly. "Yes. sir.".iit him in Vie face with ma-mesa
' Kit. Then cookie went for his 
• •
Zfit`li Peril, ! f..,* t",r. tries2 hail knives and then of 
"That's all, Muria:Me:*
some tie e
As trot, arpiii ..4I ti, lung.
 
' Mullvane saluted,
-
taw buitarins vat i :41.4i iron 
tri.-4""*."-312--44"1---d u.' itteP ern ' 
"L'es• sir:"
• from, alitin e.'xii other." 
and Chau returned it.
rt.ng'e hanging ti` tag door. Cind i; Chad swung around to
 Ser- Chad went back to h
is office -
41 - a violent commotion going. 
or, in.„ vant Anderson. "Get thi 
man and s ' drot;ped Into the 
chair' behind
could mart - M.' .at Ii, -I.,•:-.1- f•,1 to •••;
i some medical attention."- He
 his desk Before hirn were 
several
side, , pointed to the soldier 
wno had ;rapers bearing the prin
zeil head-
- 
ZPrlf terlted Vis door ill"'n Ina been 
cut by the Knife and was Mg. 
"Monthly Report." We •rily
Itin•ted Ill'..tt the 010111;•C•had )4.- t • w standi
ng quietly. viith ma, he pickets 
one up and otgan to
- 
hint' hint. thee were greeted nY arm ....angina 
limply at hla sale , work. He st
udied the form f..1.
• a saene a tut moll aril 
de:atria • y•rt,..,..-. ic.„:* ititigely, up:
. Chad a few minutes. then he. 
dipp.7d
- 
ton. Mt-se table,' 1,11 l?eoll over" 
nonflorl at the cook. Who was still 
'his pen in the ink and began to
tinned. a gi• ay. iron Keil:, wacti lanaca to the 
f:,vor. -Loc•ic - faun- write. slowly, in a
 column heaCed
Pod aaanr. ntly contrafte.:1 stew
. a• i 0. *too. Whee I get 
ready '1:2:Record of Evell'.s."
*vci , ly ag, un..its side, Lit son- ta seet.••a
n. I'll tell vou. Toilsver., 'Seven 
man ill with acaray.
teats running Emit oil nac !soli,: 'I.- 6:et ryit,: o
f ?dully:At. -' I want ! Food supplit 
4 running low. Pio '
:-. plank floor, and men .....•
 re mill- the mete music:led at once." 
, target practice held. A111111001I-1011,
--
. . nig anuand in rift direettoas. . I i 
Carat, tarried shatroiv On . Ms' 
tradequate. No tutuauat vacua-
W 
'
.. harf S• li.natent AfIlec$011 SII'X 1 heel ár
'1 Stroll...H.1dt of the nsess- ', re
acts. Routine matters olli:" •
• .Cilad. he dutifully- yelled. -
At.'..m- , Pall. Ise, went ,•ir, ' •) y _to his 
ot-1 oateido, he heard a 
rsittunda
1 • .•• - tilt? ma voice Was toist ip_ fle
e ...incrostataann,1 toe &Poi 
besasing Via-rick, ... anti then anat
her,
t'•e ppr.oe'!-ontunr. As Chad 
_hind hint-  atfaatect the - sorralt., 
tkiersek. whack What*. :an-sent-
.
r: I'Irn:,, tos *v.ay -toward thr end 
ding!, n um and ,sot iloym at ids! ly 
the noise of the strap .'uppe
d..
__. of _ the mcss Kali he *iv.: 
that de.lic.• Fly t e time Mullvan
e Dimean was probably being C
ut
. - .fc ot. or five- men at era tss ara 
Co Knocked. Chad mina was manic ' 
down. Radgely would be next. Its
. he. • anetear •I/!.!:01 Cl'IWII an ata04110. • 
'a lea' moments the soand start
ed
baatta"- a • •Ita" • $11.1 ' lere7. we-t-e- SO r• 
Molleane sato :if. - rivt taitt. 
again. Thicach: th:"ack, th:,:a( i.:.
ta,:x,,1 uti'l,:c.', ...;.e..2:- irano,si ,`.0 
"The men Cre'.1...: ',... sit.' - :-
Ch-ad tettned•.rgain. and when 
the
to tell t.'..7 ru,'  , ., o :rtitap'.., 
as.; aaTliaaaa..Sarap. eia l'ilise right
 na.sa stored he aliimPed 
claws,
it con.allila 
1a ,en he 
. 
1 at' . ,a , - . 'ti Male. 
l*lel iaw .-. 7 It :tad liaa tat 
for his•,,\4, •1 • I in hat ca 
or. • ,
or valat. Lacs . . .: ,.! r, : 'y 1 a g to 
QC,. 01'.1...• (_::.ad sub:.
13.cyond the ram en 'ae floor. 1 
• . -Aare the- '.! to on he tittle ! da= 
ipla-ara, attemptil How lie. -
ta a bri7,t'e.,:-r.d ivnteuric ot the 
••-avire that waz : .1:ed 'te Pa' . ri 
,5 -Mcntaitv railed at ltandill
cooks, Itrani:io,iing two eaormous 
r•ide , 0 r on n d. As Clva• 
ap-,eaen the Co! .nel rauntifed into
Ithiv75 thfr.,' otir.71' ft% "alt a 
, proachea, atullv•ans b el lo * e d, I 
Ctri -01 htes-gpeechss atitet "1091-
"Caa-or ana'n attempt' .g to cioic in ' " 
'Tens lima' an 1 the men stZci 
Mir 
t- ' ther,rng"! Caad had Often 
told
oh n. ,-.
,i erlf. 1 ..iris up. encoliteri aqua 
. -
elt Itylf .e ''...1t .. thing's were
Inc efoak Irt out a ss-ream an
.1 
, .1'71th:tine rui d lute smartl
y'anwell .11:1.1 'goon atarome safapy post 
L.
la _aina: at tla men lr 
:ii. rain.' ier.,:., -Ccr,-.pany's 
reney, tur." a:, mg the Atlantic- 
but ot.t here,
• *hoagies:, saially aatt, tab/ Laibes. 
Clad returned the sarate. He 
• id-! thcse conditions. wi'..h 
the\\e„.
• Onl..- •of -...,.'ho eoeliere cau
ght-. ,It?.0TV-"TtStattre- meta-les ste
ad. AL. to • aetaryy-i idden ana 
starving,
. lacale scairt la -.t•soso• rte rarestia 
,..4414e. Sett:, ant.' The :Ines 
of lo, , '
a aer _sna war. iinitorta openerd as' 
01, •r1 tooseriateatp. 'Clia.a folded tux' 
Yet, here he war. (three Ran-
ml II:, .11 1,-• niu,..i gasi,i
1g f r,I111 111111-I:S ba .`: mil hun, an . stood wan
_ (1..11.• apoes. lian.lall even in Pia
., it • '-''  ''1•1•1 -..' ---sti'2,r rvi*r. 
if .,S', . iirJ I, d.:i7.71 rt. -his ttio,...ighte_turn.,. 
(filar eth, icomentk. Ita4 tnike I
1 '.,0- y'r,,Ith'I":7... 
I;.1,.: 01 it i I:. to 11:Ir. Att. When the 
' about- _. Orisitailli4 .--airid._als bur-
1,' b.rin.dit duni coione: ;•vas 
!live. tie etr.ict -tie (lens.  %Velh 
Chad had them now,
teas 11,c:qtrs.; • blamed, for anything 
that %Vera It Wait his ..,iirtpary. 
stnd he wr.r
wiatia- 4 ::-*•11 mad a kale. at_ 41.; WI-01'2' liOW 
tilt:'* -W4.4 no one, the eemin
andlog officer
ta,•s I ,, t. csa...e...v. ant (loam star tie ex
-et :.- Clual. Elvalaott.-- • I- 
Lietatenant 1.,,ljeatt he iaal taa
„ taiaa: . a t'a, in..a. -,caa c aliaacta 
. -a., ta I have to say won't take 
arms, put his head titavn, aral
is assaisa - In a eiesaeratatae niss.
 a-a.' Clad stoi.l. "but ,I wan', 
cried. \
l,ali w, L.:A -.rely id,' ,-..- 17-.7.s. -',-Iti '`'rr 
. arrow 1,41-,otala every %eon;
't faits-semi saaartaiaaa la, h
alai salt , at it. A 1;',110 wIlle ago we 
hail ' .. (tail 'ilsierin't k9ixtv It. - but
!*ts .r -list: gs esti; ev-ralings a- 
se. re Ill the nit sit Int- 11. n'-,- Iii' sy.
eetheart. Ilalatalvati. la (
' ' '''' 'n 
-.9 ,.: ..• li hel ,,."1.1.‘. ;Ira- • 1111411'.i1,; 
1110111h WM; ,tiP:...41. 1
i 
, ... ., at 7,--,-”..: •,.. roti in 
t.,.01,:cr all.
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 NOTICE 
SINGER SEWING machine rep-
resentative 'n ,M.irray. Far sales,
service, rt i,a.r contact Henry
Trent, 408 S. 6th. Phone 1650,
TFC
Paaie Beasley to W. C. Hodges
and wife Daisey Hodges - lot
E. T. Copper and Lottie Coapet
to J. T. Tidwell and Helen
Tidwell - 38 acres _
John H. Trotter and wife, Del-
ma C. Trotter, to Tremikreo Corp.,
land.
-littfy -F. latica/frid- ray ousTon
Nix (wife). and Artie tix to
Tremarco -Corp.. land.
Corp., land'
Marjorie
T.DOTH RESEARCH
EAST LANSING, Mich. --Ith---
130cly development and activity
cif,the thyroid_glond may have
Gearing-6n- tooth decay. a Michia
gan State University research
team reporteca Differences in dies
James Swan to Tremarco C p., two factors have been discoverd
land. • in two stra • of rats iveloped
in the long- te m Michigan State
Carl C. Lancaster and wife University ot taiy of Pat' h decay.
_
LOST & FOUND I
.1.44T-z.„ 2 red mile dugs,. _white
C heat. Last seen on East Hwy.'
Call Marlin Co., Phone 9122.
J3IP
_
Positions Wanted
PART .TIME Office wark. Ex-
tariericed. Phurie 303.
•
'A REAL FLY.NG aa'aCE.-•
•
MORGANTOWN. W. V. •
-A Flying, Saucer' la-4 in W.:a ,
Virginia University. Russell D.
Saucey .1a - a inalning ' • le':
he sehoial- aeroriaulica 1 engi -
neering department.
NANCY
•
L.*
- 
-
•
.00-•••••*--.
-
• 
41
ligef
•
r-AIDING MARCH OF DIMES DRIVE
5.
•
CLEVELAND, 0. The
case of the upusually courteous'
bus driver has been solved by a
cobfesnon by Deputy Police In-
spector Ralph Schoonmaker. •
The case came to light when
the 'Cleveland 4Transit System
sold an: old bus to the City Safety
-Already :tested with favotiib1e4
,Department. The department
results, their "Hear-e-Light" is planned to, use it as a mobile
a .three-ounce instrument resent-
bling-bat somewhat larger than,
-a
•
a fountain pen. connected by
headquarters and move . it to
wires to an earpiece. Operated
y a miniature battery, it cnntaing
a sera nise photo-cell and electric
oscillator.
-.....••••••••••
_ 
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New Electiconic Police Inspector •
Device Aicis - -Polite .13us -Driver
The fllind
BUFFALO. N. Y. -:--11 +- Two
Bell Aircraft Corp. engiaeZrs, Dr.
then Browning and Dr. S.. Law-
rence Bellinger. have Invearted an
electronic device to- he* the
blind.
The device transmit, to the ear
recent demonsa
a fellow blind
he institution mea-
sured the, light in a room and
even were able to • distinguish
salt tram pepper-by the light re-
flected through 'glass containers.
The twe, inventors have formed
the ,. non-profit Biaphyalcs Re-
Search Foundation. Inc. to manu-
facture the-ales:ace-Taxa expect
when they get Into production
that "Hear-a-Light" will cost the
buyer in the neighborhood of
520._
"We expect to make no profit
whatever." ,aaid Dr. Bellinger.
Financing is one of our greatest
problems, and we .exiseet,at jest
to survive."
locations= where .policemen must
pet tip tempoiery offices.
Driving it aliang Corlett Aven-
ue, Schoutanaker stopped at a
strilet' light.
Asman on the curb rapped on
the door and yelled. "Open up!"
steady, tone which vanes in "Soria'," said Schoonmaker,
thatpit !„pi ch with athelensinteinstithye ocafselight "This bus
I gotbusis a ntortansinfer.service,"only
Robert 0. Mona-than, a teacher want to gai five blocks." theiman
of mosie in the New Yaik State said.
School_ for the Shod at ttax ia, Schoonmaker opened up and let
N. V., who
lie was 12,
the device
trati
teac
T 
Dr Br
Lawrence D. Bell, under aria
. awning said Cat the latet' 
hoard chairman of Bell Aircraft,
hod • given the Iwo englacers
much encouragement on their in-
vention arid. had suggested the
non-profit system for production.
On Feb. 8 -Beat the Clock"
moves from its 7 p.m,. Saturday
split tra1:20-p.in Fridays on CBS.
-.leak Gayer
F
_ 
.
MRS. JAN1E3 P. MICHELL (top, right), wile of the Setretazy a Labor,
calls &lathe I.LateliatiSe-aatl collecLs lIrs.,Matrae Eisenbower's eon-
traJution to the 1957 ISIoatere 1:areliaari Poria.---SOrnrtour reilhon .
niotheis wil, take part in the nationwide land dra-e. At bottom are -- "*"1*-•
hap cif the dresses that will be sanam at the March of Dimes Fashion
Show in Hew York on lattuarj29. At left, Betty Bridges models-a---
$5,000 ball gown. Ills embroidered whit gold-plated heals. At right,
Dorothea McCarthy wears a bell-shaped tunic si!houette of Swiss'
_organdy. which is comaletely hand-embroidered ("Chem* motifs.
•
•••••••
-.17sA.,./. [Ye 'spas/714.Am
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ABBIE an', SLATS
AH-ROCKY -CAN YOU
WAIT A MINUTE? I
WANT 10 TALK TO'
YOU;
ARNF)-/
Now TP,At THt.• MUD
MUCHRCON1 MINE HAS
50L.VE.D ALL. THEIR
PROBLEMS, EVEItiBODY
IN DOOPATCH IS IjAPPY
•••••••1=11.
, f3EFORE I GOT SLUGGED, I
V*AIAT'S HAD A NOTION I SAW THE
. ON YOUR EA ONE 0' THE STICK-
MIND - MoB PRETlY CLEAR.'
COUSIN?
saaEa-aT
r" •
t's. • -I--
°P
kvrc7
0 n -ro friy-wANTS,
• ') HONEST
ABE-
&
•
•
•
s been blind sii.ce arm board, asked his address and
s the first to test drove the man right to his front
door.
Shortly after leaving the bus,
Alia. man called CTA and campli-
metaled. them on the unusual
'courtesy of the driver.
A full-scale investigation was
launched. Bus drivers were caned
in and quizzed, 'but the mystery
anly deepened.
Finally, Schoonmaker heard
about it and admitted his guilt
..aiCATE I
 '
VMEatel. 4
ro•wr DEtTRUCT• INT TERITE
TERMITES
-Licensed and Insured-
San. Kelley
Dhow.. 441
Kelley's' Pest
Gmtrol
Invitations Worthy
of the Occasion...
It is important that wedding invitz:tions
or anniauncements -be of the finest
---j4 and in the best taste. To be
sure o o,..,
LEQGER & TIMES
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Get Ous Estimates
by Ernie Bushmiller
by %Leisure Van Buren
r
NOW WOULD I KNOW'? WHILE
YOU Ca0 AROUND HOLDING UP
GAS STATIONS, IM HOME
ASLEEP. AS': AUNT AMIE IF
YOU DON'T TAKE MY WOkr) .'
- 
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Did Not Kill
Sisters Says
Dish-Washer
By ROBERT T. LOUGHRAN
United Press Staff Corte:men-dent
CHICAGO. Jan. 31 -- A
skid row • dishwasher eh,.
puchated his confession in -
murder 'ea_ two teen-aged sisters
suught freedom today on charges
he was beaten into admitting the
slayings.
Police followed up new leads
indicating • the girls may. hays
been .picked up after attending
a movie at the night they dis-
appeared and killed about an
hour later.
Bennie tthe Dishwasher) Bed-
e. ell. 20. a , husky illiterate. re-
tracted h i s signed confession.
S.
.‘"
eleasesaais yea: aw....fds....waslarawalraswerta
TVA Newsletter
-J
THE ,EER & TIMES —'MURRA'CIZE.NTI,C-16
TVA believes that in general
walleye and whit k bass fishing
should continue as good or better
than - last year: fish should be
ras. A 
• larger and thus more desirable.
However, until some recruitme
Vidtotrs cQniing au- TVA tar
intensive study of' operations-as
distinguished from- those visiting
dams and steam plants as tour-
ists-numbered 4.660 in 1956. Of
these, 2.641 came from 80 foreign
countries-an all-time record for
non-citizens visiting TVA in any
cne year. The , balance_ wen:
itizens trom 34 states.
..TVA said -study" v isit ors
clined. although _this species still
i is as abundant as walleye.
, TVA said that if walleye do
now equal sauger it abundance,
,. a radical shift in fish population
has _occurred. The fast stage of
wallPye occurred in 1949 and
1950.
White bass also has increased
since 1954. This Year this spefliet'
macie up, 26.5 per cent-pea the
occurs, sauger fishing will e-
cline or remain at - a pPltitively
low level.
CARBON 0 COURTROOM
ANGELES la   Phillip
le Crawford, 25, told a judge
Friday he was only trying to
blow the carbon out of his en-
identifies those for whom speo,a; :atal game and pan ,totti catch. 
gine when he was arrested. for
arrangements are made to talk or roughly four tin mef the num-
 speeding along at 105 miles
earth staff members_ and vise tier taken in 1984 An unusual hour,
various projects. Such. visits to catch this „aver was a 44-pound
the Tennessee Valley may range spcaonbill.sa species that has been
from a day to several weolea obsepreqi in the extreme upper
Included among the 'foreigners tion of Norris Lake. but never
were 72 citizens of 27 cougerneKbelore in the downstream section
who came to TVA as taoreas, cl ser n the dam,
visits, of this...pa:inn. ranged from
one to nine. weeksaa•Most of the
:rainees receivedeitraining with
Wednesda at a . habeas corpus TVA's Chem ic a 1 Engineering.y 
hearing before Chief Justice ,Wia- - Power. .add Engineering divi-
bert Crowley in criminal • '" -`114
court. BedweIrs attorrie?. Datad.
E. Bradshaw.: :aid. he Twill p
fera'his client's release a.
when the neapng res
afternoon en grou
lession is :nval
Faces
B 
a'
ede,'
he
Supreme Court
Justice Resigns
a'pan and Germany sent the WASHINGTON. Jan. 31 it? -
largest number of general study The White House today arineunc-
ar---viaitore an' 1956 - with' Brazil. on the retirement of Supreme
ailia 'Mexico. and . Colornitta close be- .Court Justice Stanley Reed. ef-
the corfa. annd. Othere- high on the hat f
ective Feb. 25.
. 
• : were ob s e r v-e es from . Haas._ need. a Democrat, has served
riles' Nearing ......r Fraire., Austria. Formosa. India. on the nation's highest tri
bunal
a
alio' faced. a routine -Indonesia and England. Among , loa 
19. years. -
,in- murder charges piac- 7 he trainees. Formosa and Pakisa . 
He notified the President of
.against Aim. The heating,. tan had n.e greatest representa- 
nis retirement in.a hand written
in Bedfoirt ;nolfer----criurt. ia ex- Ian, with 11 from each country,
 letter daled today. In the letter
pecno to be continued ausorroot Ain,mg the many oistinguished.
 Reed pointed out • that today
scarily. . . a I- e4gn visitors were two former 
Marked the end of 19 _years
&dwell tesaineci he was ise•-"-- Preddents cot. Brazil. Joao Cafe c
ontinuous service On the •court..._......
en ano cowed int... acarating he .', Filho. and Carlos Luz: and Prince lie 
said that having reached the
-area an ea-ream:an sasaaaa par_ Himalaya Hu Bickram Shah age of 72 he 
wanted to retire
.... ,..,6  neva tecond crown Kinct_..9,f on Feb. 25. 
Patinc,o :3. aria auittpet tn. a- Nanal. • a • 
Mrs. Eisenhowei..anairdiresi- The'
into a roash :•• ireeze •nc r.....,-.• - Sponsors of calms by foreigners 
riaacineal anu sent heed a per-
of . Jan • :3 The csoaaa_ s as, ncluded! the International Ca- 
tonal note of congratulations on
faund Jan :7. - . . operation - Administration: many 
his "lung and splendid retord
.Sher.ff Jasepti Uhlman. seta U. IS Government •depaitments; in 
public service.
announced 13...C1*.ve.,1.5 14 - tia, At...mit Energy Commission; the 
Reed's departure I rom the
confeasiSn Sunday. denad. :he U. S. Information Service: Inter- 
court will give Mr: Eisenhower
s k di rs ,w r, qr. e • -a - a- f, ,res-a 7 :tar Kmal -Bank- -tor • Fteconstniction_l_tie_ 
-opportunity to make his
confess . - • and Finance; United Nations:
 fourth „appointment, to the high
Says me Was Slugged earanis embassies, and many tribu
nal: Previously, he narneo
..1./, a.- a •,(4..., beaten. ,.,:- ou.1_ i,‘ur.,lanons and universities. ehiet Justice Earl Warren and
-hada: .4........aa-,ase .,,aa.a. on;_.7--- i !Gran:. oT the 2.019 ittiady  Viai!•-• Aaseciate Justic
es John M. Har-
like !hat i-7.e.r. 11:4,attenc-ci.' . ,.r- trvrn the l'intecr-STaTet 'were-Taher
 "lat.11-aVatIltanr area-eh -Be-en--.---•
Redo ta r. _ said ,s-a- .iff's p. ;,..-.„. -,vorts,,led by- tolleess and urn- -.nen Jr.,
sluggesi ana loas Acre:: naa. a :-- oar-aloes and such .organizations.
 
Reed; tall, scholarly former
ing three' claos - : pro'- • ro as the American Farm Res
earch
crdesti,•.n.r.c ...ra: .1c dete,.....7" • • - Asoscaation. American. Society of
"I a ao s. apao thac I ...i..aia Meehanicaa Engineers. 
Futur e
know-' want alvaa goir.a .n ' and Farmers of America. Central
stall riana." Redo-el.:: a Paso - -, New YOrk: Methodist . Confer-.
Tenn..' o r.ave drawled. -e .• Untarian -.church Y
outh
. Gr p; American Society of Civil
Th ciaaiataar. , •n.-CBS  sataaa E,/zineers. Del roil Methodist 
IDENTICAL.TO A TEE
an
ARCADIA. Calif. •t?=-- In the
fourth race, over a mile and
a quarter at Santa Anita Park.*
when the race was moved from'
the turf course to the dirt track
because of rain Thursday, jitekey •
Ralp Neves won on Tee Man.
Exactly one year before, in the
fourth race, over a mile and a
quarter at Santa Anita. when
the race was moved from turf
be 
1
to dirt cause of rain, jockey
Ralph Neves won on Tee
.railiTarO ''CansirrefaC'asHaanaliefesder• Bo3.--aad-Girl Scouts, and
Rodgets and, Oscar Harrimerso.m. anano- others. . ,;
Will iaca Ralph-Nalson•Reaeatnals -
%sal s:ar. In New Yerk ut '
":Esr attic past three winters
Februrary. The •. shave dire is
.TVA biologists have been net-
Marcn 3:
. ding fish. en. Noma 'Lake oath
Ali 25 • •f c'.un'rsas nr,n- -the 111rne 
kind of gear. th the
.me. a. 
same plate.. and at the aame- frarm -regular active serviee as
A7:7%rer. d aanter. •Objeznva laras - a justice of thr Untied States
= ' • " -7 .7e apel- deterrrar.ess r
COT1-
7 or. wita K.7.7% Henry VIII of
Engiar.d.
They like to garden.
In a recent country--s ide sur-
vey .by the National Garden
Bareau, forty-eight per cent of
• atterviewed executives-all in top
r management ;oaks-a-listed garden-
as their favorite reereation
The maervatwers ....acre a little
late for Henrav and Emperor Cao
rus cf Persia, but in their days
taey eurroandeads their- palaces
eath some of the largest. most
ornate gardens the 'crid has
ever Seen. -As out of character
for a ruler as is might scand.
both Henry and Cyris boasted of
doing a lot of the sewing arid
planting themselves.
.A contemporary royal garden-
er. who green . thumb is so
famous tie has written books on
aar_dening. is England's former
Ka: g-Edw ar-cr-VTTT:'
Dace of Windsor.
Gardening Heads Hobbies
For King and Executive
A: . sccutives 'the winter. starting their seeds
sad a Persian growing in hotbeds for trans
pfanting, in the spring.
The bureau's survey 'also
showed gardening husbands usu-
ally have gardening wives who-
perhaps just to be differents-
have a slight preference for veg-
etable gardens.
The executives agree with the
Duke of. Windsor that gardening
is mentally atffnulating and helps
keep the waistline down How-
ever, raust garden club-members
int as a farther Inducement to
the hobby, its material rewards
in rowe:s and vegetables which
an entue farnaly can erOoy.
(In .a small plot, most of the
vegetables needed by the average.
American family can be grown
in fewer hours of' isairk than it
would take to shop for them in a.
store,r0lealaissiate authorities say
:Iowa glrdens and plants invar•
add- substantially to the
Value of a house
-Maid alZfr-Indsacir rewards-in
gardening. tao. For example, by
4
- To get back, to our executives, he longing to garden clubs;'- Jane
'they told" garden bureau *inter- not 'only laarns the art through
v.ewers they pret'er flowers to the expt:lenae of other mem-
vageiables ay a two to three berg. but also makes social eon-
- -atio A majority of them £54. tsets which are rev,aieding and
. they cafry tatir hobby inarlie .r. Quite ofaen valuable ,in business.
,
•  
• 'OLDER .s Ess 4r station an.tdetn v,iinteet -- nuld alert the public to danger
north Is typical of the far-ffune nutpraas ahich thritigh , l
oudspeakers and (nneltad radio,
are the "eyes" of the Nojtb Itmeriean warning ,so people could evacuate or take cover 
depending-
net. At the othar end of the "line," civil defense' on amount of warning t
ime U F. AIr Tnrce ersea,
sencitor general. was named to
the court by the late ?resident
Franklin D. Roosevelt. 'rhe jurist
apparently ads useo Mr. Eisen-
hewer at lase Supreme Court_
dinnei at the White House Tues-
day night of his intention to
.retire. But his actual letter was
ciat-R-tiesday. • •
It -said:
,."By Jan.. 31. 1957, I 'will have
screed '19 continuous years as
an associate justice vf the Su-
Isrerne Court of the United, States.
Being 'now 12 years of. age I
desire on Feb. 25..1957. to renre
retaining my office as such in
, , anal:mance +kith the provisien
•• ta, '1 Ilea(' <Ole' of Title 28 'Section 371 b. of Inc
••• Tr.e A . p ,nulation chows La S. code-
. '•• Naw r am: a ."merit since Tht cede section to which he
'rca •h abundance ,refeited permits htin to retire
• las ar caressi.ei: de- an lel: pay But he will be
- 
subject to call for special ju-
ateial duty a: the deterrninatom
- the Chief Justice.
Parking Violations
Called Lead To
Others
CHICAGO -1P_ Disrespect
ofor law entarcoment often begins
esith abuse of the parking privi-
lege. -according to Leslie'al. Soren-
son, a city traffic engineer .
"Vitiation of parking reguia-
, !ions is taken more lightly by the
public than any other law viola-
tion on the taRiks," Sorenson told
a convention ot parking Meter
distributors.
-The breakdown of enforcement
which-begins with such minor of-
fenses as parking. too often leads
to mare serious traffic violations
which in turronause fatal mishaps
on streets; end highways." -
••••••••••••••.-
CARS, CARS, CARS
•
--SAN faRANCISG.O._--1 R-- The 
National Automobile Club reports "
that there are' more than 61.000.-
Ns) registered motor vehicle's •fri
a the nation • today. The nation's
automobiles .roll up about 590,-
400.000.060 miles annually.
. aseeseseaseae-seesaaaliapeanoas.=
•
--
• - 
It
r.
Man.
Broadway
By JACK GAMER
United Press Drama Editor
NEW YORK -dal- Rosalind
Russoell is a very skilled dbrne-
; d jenny. and she needs all of her
skill to keep" Auntie Mame" roll-
ing aethe Broadhurst Theater. It
is the newest big hit.
This work is by Jerome Law-
rence ad Robert E. Lee. who are
also responsible for the current
-Inherit the Wind." It is a ram-
bling Job based on the best-sell-
ing novel of the same name by
Patrick Dennis.
Additionmuf p few tunes and a
singing and dancing chorus would
change it into a musical without
much trouble. It gives a feeling
of being a bunch of revue sket-
chees pasted together; the glue
being sfausstall. fortunately
for all concerned.
A Screwball
The star, of course, has the li-
te' role. Auntie Mame is a love-
able uppercrust screwball who
just loves. all sorts of people and
Par
collects the min her New York
, salon pack in the hectic days -nf
the late 1920's. An orrhaned nep-
hew is willed to her care, and
the. play covers about 20 years
, as he grows up under her loving
but wandering supervision, kale
saves him forme making a .bed
maariage, qe finds  the right fird,
and Auntie Mame winds aap some
years later caring for his son.
Many of thescenes ere vastly
amusing. especially in the earlier
part of the show. There is is lull
in the second act whon Maim'
gets involved in a nasty segrega-
tam situation, but by that time
Miss Russell has completely won
over eaeryone and a letdown does-
little harm.
High Cost
This production byaRobert Fry-
er. and Lawrence Carr is said to
be the most costly non-musical
!done around here in Many years,
Ipstpitala• ever: Someuf the report-
led cost of almost 5200.000 con be
I-keen in the numerous elaborate_
!sets desingned by Oliver Smith,
in the regiment of actors and in
the dozens of costume. Miss Rut-
cell has a wardroube ahat
seems endless, designed by Travis
- - 
autalaaaffittalla-aWareaw. ,
.4/
, Ranieri of Marusa.
• Merton DaCosta has done an
hence: job in knitting this whole
' loose affair together A few it the
many god actors involved are
Beulah Garrick. Jan Hantizlik,
Yuki Shimixta, Polly Bowles,
, Peggy Casa. John O'Hare, Rob-
ert. Smith, Marian Winters. Ether
;Cody. James Monks and all-pi-Al
.
. With an advanee sale at the
time of opening of approximately.
$1,000,000' this is another ,if those
:attractions tin- which tickets have
to ae arranged • *way in advance.
NEW ALUMINUM USE
•
• WRIGHT - PATTESON AIR
FORCE BASE. O. -ata- The
Air Material Command and the
! Weatherhead Co. of Cleveland re-
cently combined their "know
how" to develop lighter, more
economical fittings for aircraft
hydraulic systems form alum-
! intim instead of the conventional
brass. The new process. known as
."cered forging," is expected to
decrease the manufacturing • time
;by 38 percent, and the raw ma-
terial required for each littingis
reduced some 40 per- cent.
PAGE TIIREEti,
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Survey Of Purchasmc
Motives Is Made
LOS ANGELES A Uni-
versity of Califorhia professor of
marketing says that althosigh
least 1100 motives exist, ii'-
only from fit' to ,20 different mo-
tives frifIttence- an tedividuars dl-
cision to buy a specific productnt
a given time. "
Dr. C. Joseph .Clawson is en-
gaged in putting 'together the
first large inventory of motives
influence consumers to buy. His
study consists of motivational re-
sear eh conducted by 300 business
firms, across the nation. •
He found that reasons some-
times arc -extremely subtle. For
example, manufacturers of instaet
coffee found that sales increased
when they began to advertise
elaborate ways of making instant
coffee because this seeriled to- al-
lay fears of women that they
would be considered pl,or hos-
tesses, neglectful of their families,,
or slovenly in their habits. -
• -
Read The Classified!'
ten---der slices.., old fashioned
Buttermilk flavor...truly a delicious
loaf made extra good with Buttermilk.
is.
AT YOUR GROCER'S TODAY!
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I
"Hope" Bleached 36" Width
• BUILT STRONGER TO LAST LONGER •
BELK-
SETTLE CO. WORK CLOTHES Am.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY SHOP OUR BASEMENT FOR ALL YOUR WORK CLOTHES NEEDS!!
COLD WEATHER NEEDS
FROM BLK-SETTLE'S BASEMENT!
5% Wool Double Plaid Pair
BLANKETS 395
• Size 66x80
5( ;- Wool Single
BLANKETS 249
• Size 66x80
Cotton Plaid Sheet
BLANKETS 100
• Size 60x76
QUILT COTTON
Bleacitedi
Z Pound  72x90 119
3 Pound - 723(90  $1.59
"LL" Unbleached 36" Width
MUSLIN
22c yd. 5 yds 100
DOMESTIC4 yds 10029c yd.
36" Width White
OUTING 3 yds 10039c yd.
32" Width Striped 8-oz.
TICKING 2 yds 10059c yd.
59- Wool Double Plaid Pair
BLANKETS 495
• Size 70x40
Crushed Chicken Feather
PILLOWS
• Standard Sizes
• Stripe Ticking
199e.
TOBACCO FARMERS
BE SURE TO CHECK AT
1 ItELK-SETTLE CO. 4FOR TOBACCO CANVASAll Widths .... Lowest Prices!
•
•
at
" • Sizes S - M - L
MEN'S 13N-Oz.
WRANGLER
White Back Denim
WESTERN
JEANS
• ,Sanforized
• Full Cut
• Sizes 27 to 36
4:295
boy's sizes 4 to 12
$2.49
Men's Genuine
LEVI'S •
Sizes 27 to 30  $3.75
Sizes 30 to 38  $3.85
Boys Sizes 6 to 12 ... $3.55
MEN'S
JACK RABBIT
White Duck
Painters
Overalls
• Sanforized
• Full Cut
• Sizes 30-46
279
MEN'S
DUCK HEAD
HICKORY STRIPE
CARPENTERS
OVERALLS
• Sizes 30-46
495
Osh Kosh $5.49
Men's Blue Chambray
-.,,,Ner*"rmaJos
WORK SHIRTS
• Sanforized
• Full Cut
• Double Yoke 139
Men's Cushion Sole
WORK SOCKS
3 pr. 100
35c each
6• Elastic Top
• White - Grey
• Sizes 10'2-13
Men's Cotton Fleece Lined
SWEAT SHIRTS
1 49
BANDANA (large size)
H'CHIEFS 19c ea. 1! • Neoprene
MEN'S
One Piece Zip Front
COVERALLS
• Hickory Stripe
• Herringbone
Twill
• Sanforized
• Full Cut
• Sizes 36 to 46
4"
Men's Pointer Brand 10-oz.
BIB OVERALLS
279
• Long Wearing
• Full Cut.
• Sizes 30 to 44
Extra Sizes, 46. to 50
•
 
 $2.95
Men's Pointer Brand 10-oz.
STRIPE BIB. OVERALLS
• Full Cut
• Sanforized
• Sizes 30 to 44 295
Men's 10-oz.
BLUE JEANS
• Sanforized
• Full Cut
• Sizes 28 to 46 19'
• VACerk Soles
• Arch Support
• One Piece Counter
• Sires 6 to 12
Men's
Heavy Duty
Elk Leather
Work
Shoes
895
8-Inch Mossican Toe
LACE BOOTS
• Putty Cork Sole
• Soft Leather Uppers 995
• Sizes 6 to 12
Men's Leather
WORK OXFORD,
895
• Arch Support
Sole
Men's
_Cotton Twill
MAICHED
SETS
WORK PANTS
• .Sanforized
• Full Cul
• Grey • Green
Sizes
28 to 42 $395
Shirts To Match
%Sizes 14 to 17
• Grey
• Green $995
Hayes Cotton Twill
MATCH SETS
••••
Work Pants Shirts To Match
$300
• Sizes 28 to 50
• r:re:, Khal#'
$949
ONO
• Sizes 14 to 17
•••
Men's Cotton Twill
WORK SHIRTS
198
• Sanforizea
• Grey - Khaki
• Sizes 14 to 17
Men's Levi
PEG TOP PANTS
•
• Faded Blue
• Sizes 28 to 38 4"• Sanforized• Khaki cle Black
Men's Cotton Flannel
WORK SHIRTS
• Sizes S - M L 198
Men's Ivy League
College SLACKS
395• Strap Back
• Black -.Olive Drab
Long Cuff - Leather Palm
WORK GLOVES
149
Short Cuffs  S1.29
• Long Wearing Rockford
WORK SOCKS
3 13: 10035c Ea.
•
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' .Deitglas doesn't sing in the
ie
tier 
. shower, never became mixed up
.. By ALINE MOlif8Y- \ 
--ria-11141414.-lait.- -1•., ch•nr__f _•*_ 11V4.;•
..lpe elnk'ared neVer had any -I,nr-
- tea Ftc..Ir St-ft Cre:V.•_ao' !It alai "voice oeining. And yet hi
14 
-The\ex*r- 'i et had -to deleons.trate his bare-
( - -.•.- er revithee is \jest k, • -tie is. his. 1::st 'rove motion pie-
. 
J7.- 1 Cr .t bels.-iff,r +'. tures.. 
.
Ili' re. as anybedy. in hot stove." 'e.•:glas realizes that his tin-
ear e!,'
'Mich A Movie Mother. Film Po0  SHOIT WAIT.
1.44.1Fed 
(n n 
Or 
r. of 
five ye...r• 4-014
i I ,! tile home •
.••• . -Kittet 
JCOCh -.1'111 fresh ou.
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NIXON BUYS
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A BIGGER HOUSE
:
FCatailt 146 viE copper! ot Hi ea i Ceneneetze mei J S at-
ecrei .1. Dirmg put.:-.ased_Dy. Viet President Richard
Nis in the Wesley sertson at %V a 511111g tbil. It 333 313
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ante As Anv
tet, in TIollywei d t h .' trained uarbline istil going te
'1 ..c. e "1, g!-Ir...or 4.•och c:i..:4. Frank .Sinatra or G.,-L- 1,
It e:.; - .1.47A' .r.....,. c and ...hoe"- ala\P.,.-.•• ei fr.', ab en their fu-
e!--•••1... . turr".t, however. he's been tele
'. :h-riee ta fir..1 out what a 'Alai la, singing pereormances ar,-
..ej id !•ativ shoes er is iike Lte44tahle especially when one-
' .. :-..e s neer Li•a Blror. when s;:ie eet ty the .ra,niv.
- R, 7.s.- Cant ue. '-vas feted c.•.esiders \ thet he tuner wa
c e•-r exported heir - -.reined' fo.stueit stuff. .
t eel- 'i i teta's ir:entia-Debiaie The prose  vocaitzieg chore e
e ee: Fisher, colemnist &Atli being done '(or Warner.. Bros
' V7•••••.. on, Mrs. Vic Orsatti ;wife where he's woikir.g in "Top Sc-
- an -..a.gi.nt) and Mrs. _ John eret Atf34.".10,..ch used to be
,l-rayne-:! decided - to toss a sinter- galled •Weelvii!..? GLiodwin. U.S.A.-
e.l'• itineheon in her hener The s6leetien is a jazzed up ver-
1-1 TI• • • 1 . 31ti ho'C. .- S ll IO of "The -Caissie* Go Rolling
- eie seaS this 'se:amorous Along" and is used •M a night
.,ii., - shower could have been tot eiub sequence ;with &teen Hay-
Ii' hietsewife. Only th..... guests , ward. ,
,.h:i were Nibbling about their , He's Redy .fikr, Me?,
•hilriren and ker.:es just as worn- While the fact that Divgla:,
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i-ella. Mrs. bean-Martin. Nancy variety. hi "Man Wi•heut: A State'
-'3`.13. Mrs._ Jehn ' Wayne and he tickled a banjo and did "The
)ige-larr Juan. . - Moon Grew Brighter and Brigh-
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e•itt,Ituch cheerinee ectlita  San I to his euriamt efforts was  -Whale
Jean "won").- of a Tale" - tor -20.003 League.--
- But where else..exceot in liol- Under the Sea." This last one was i
1..evood. WOUld. a bate shower !very: picasing to Deuel'es because-4
hate glamour? Champagne flow- " Decea recorded it, and the project !
ed • hke .ginger ale _far the two ' yas a. financial -success.
1-.,"irs before th- -girls" even got -, -Douglas thinks that the preterit •
orieund te-. lunch. An entortamer status of his t'.-mice is. f.ne. and ho
-.• . as hired' to- • p!ay soft piano plates no switch which would ne,
ineee. lidge White paper !storks • cessitate- extensive singing on he
- - --tee-ale:1 the lawn outside and i part. However. he thinks. that
. the L.-e'en' inside 1:h' -pietern of the past is aze.y...iii-
-:- The: trees! --rf- teener earrir eetedlistore •therV-" - probseet&Y-t.lviii -• te"
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what
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BUY FOR TWO DIFFERENT MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY
in Our Se-let:ion We Ha'-e —
Ifiuhdreds of Pairs of Men, Women and Children's
Shoestrought From Other Stores
•
• BRING A FRIEND
• ,
S
•
• SPLIT THE SAVINGS!
Nationally Advertised Shoes -
Ai-ms Shoe. Store
MURRAY, K,ENTUCKV
EXCHANGES
•
i1 5I5I10.1.441114,
NO REFUND
at Kroger s
Everyday
LOW PRICES
\‘,11Zioge..r-Cut ice better value nein young.
.fr at Zoom,* law ask plea today!
SPARSE•RIBS 3 to 5 lb. average
4
•
THURSDAY JANUARY gi; Itr")i
This Is the season to enjoy fresh
pork at its best! Kroger has
all your favorite cuts at low
prices, and the Kroger '
Cutting method gives/
you more meat for
your moneyt
on all your
favorite
cuts of
/FRESH
Collie Sty! Ie 
14.
lb. 39c
PORK LIVERS
PORK TAILS
 
 tasty lb. 25c
lb.. 23c
TURKEYS, oven ready 'Worn, 16-!b!. up... . lb. 49c
Kroger's ..
TURKEYS, fancy oven ready Hen, 8-14 lbs. .. lb. 55c
-T-ojer
PORK -SAUSAGE
HOLE FRYER
U.S. Inspected'
LARD 
 25 lb. can $4.99
Lean - Meat,
PORK STEAKS 
 
lb. 45c
GR. NORTHERN BEANS\
10 LBS -99c
Avondale
SELF-RISING FLOUR . 25 lbs. $1.63
Kroger - 363 Cans,.
APPLESAUCE 
 
2 cans 25c
Instaent - eSecet. Jar
SPOTLIGHT COFFEE 
 
$1.45
Chef's Delite
CHEESE 
 
2 lbs. 65c
Embassy - 8-oz. Can
SALTED PEANUTS 
brown 'n Serve
PLAIN ROLLS 
 
pkg. 19c
Kraft
CARAMELS 
 
lb. 39c
"TOPPIE SAYS
We've got another year behind us
find are here to. stay; 'so. why nut-
do your shopping• the Top Value
Way.?
SAVE 
-TOP .VALUE STAMPS
•
o.
•
• 
FR I
COUNTRY
STYLE
3 lbs. $1.
F ARM
FRESH
4
3 3c 1
Sugar Cured Smoked
PICNICS, 4 to 8 lb. lb. 39c
Fresh Frozen
CHICKEN BACKS 5 lb. box 69c
GODCHAUX SUGAR
- b.
10 US 93c
Swanee Colored
FACIAL TISSUE 
Packers - 303 Cans
GREEN BEANS 
Eatmore \
MARGARINE\ 
\
Kroger - 12-oz. Jar ' \
29c GRAPE PRESERVES 
 19c
- \California
RING CAKE 
,\
., each 39c
Apple - Grape. Elderberry - (1-oz. Jar
KRAFT JELLY 
 21c\
3 '
2 pkgs. 39c
3 cans 35c
2 lbs. 45c
APPLES
U.S. NO. 1 DELICIOUS
is. 39c
Fancy Bananas 2!b. 29c
Head Letua(:;
RED _RiPE
25c
Tomatoes tube 25c
'..fl~3%-mmle/S--1•PT.1•••••••••.",....7,7 -,••••-”........".P1.3,...1L-•••••,.aTW:-....0•••..1••••••••er--•.-
TIET, T.4.. 1/010.0 .
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A
•
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•
a
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Both U.S. And Russia Have
Bombs To Wreck Mankind
In the following dispatch,
Washington Correspondent Jo-
seph L. Myles discusses pos-
sible effects of new disarma-
ment proposals submitted by
the United States to the United
Nations.
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
United Press Staff Correspondent.
WASHINGTON liFt — Most
atomic experts agree that both
the United States and Russia
have enough big nuclear weap-
ons now to wreck each other's
S-A-V-E
CLOSE-OUT PRICES
MUD - SNOW TIRES BY GOODYEAR
STUDDED SURE-GRIPS
SUBURBANITE
CHECK — JEEP TREADS
6.00-16 6 ply Now $1895
630-16 6 ply Now $2195
plus tax, ex.
SEE US TODAY
BILBREY'S
Phone 886 210 Main
4
cities and perhaps doom man-
kind.
The new 3d. S. proposal to
freeze stockpiles of atomic arms
would not change that fearsome
fact—unless and until it led
to agreements to cut back exist-
ing arsenals of H-bombs and
A-bombs. • - - -
But it would observers here
feel, have a vital immediate
bearing on the fate of mankind.
It would:
—Keep stockpiles from pyra-
miding to the point where their
sheet size and the relative cheap-
ness of atomic destruction would
intensify the thredt of war. A
vast stockpile might tempt a
maniacal dictator to strike an
atomic Pearl Harbor blow.
Restrict Atomic Ppwers
—Prevent other nations from
joining the United States, Rus-
sia, and Great Britain as hydro-
gen and atomic powers. Many
thoughtful persons have suggest-
ed in .recent year that this is
one of the most pressing rea-
sons for seeking atomic control.
When 20 or 30 nations have nu-
clear arms, policed control will
be harder than ever to achieve.
—Channel precious atomic re-
which, by improving the lot of SOlight
sources fruitful peacetime uses
man generally, would curb im-
pulses toward war.
If the nuclear freeze went By LOUIS CASSELS
into effect immediately, it would United Press Staff Correspondent
leave the United States with a WASHINGTON — One of
considerable edge on Russia. America's most pressing religious
Washington observers believe. ' problems, a church leader said
today, is finding a Christian
path through the pitfalls of
prosperity. .
Our unprecedented abundance.
said Cameron P. Hall of the
National Council of churches,
carries with it an unprecedented
danger. For the first time in
history, a whole nation is subject
to the temptations that Christ
had in mind when he warned
that it is "easier for a camel
to pass through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of heaven."
Hall is director of the Na-
tional Council's economic life
division which has asked 400.000
Protestant churches across the
country to devote the week of
Jan. 20-26 to conscience-search-
ing examination of the question:
"Can we stand abundance?"
In an interview. Hall listed sev-
eral ways in which our growing
economic wealth can product
spiritual poverty.
Points Out Dancer
One danger, he said, is that
we may become so obsessed
with our material possessions
that we crowd other values out
of life.
• "The Christian faith does not
. go all out against materialism "
he said. "It affirms that mater
things are not to be denied 1st,
in their place, enjoyed. Gut I::
is so made that material values
cannot have first place without
hurting and ultimately ciestre,
ing individual and social wel.
being."
The average American today
is uniquely tempted toward ma-
terialism, he said. because by
"lives on the level of his wants
and not, like much of the world,
on the levr.1 of his minimum
needs."
Human wants have an "ap-
parently unlimited capacity to
multiply and expend." especially
when they are fanned by the
techniques of modern salesman-
ship. "The result, generally, is
that instead of our 'keeping tin
with the Joneses.' each of us
has become one of the Joneses,
inciting others to emulation, envy
S
URRAY, KENTUCKY
' Ahead In Numbers
Although both countries pos-
sess the power to inflict near-
knockout strategic blows against
cities and bases, t h e United
States is believed to be far
in, numbers of compara-
tively small tactical atomic wea-
pons for use against an enemy's
military forces.
But even the United States
has far fewer of these weapons
than the armed services want.
1 It has been said that the mili-
tary has an atomic "require-
i'ment" for every weapon, except
the hand grenade, which now
uses TNT or other chemical high
explosives.
The U. S., proposals will not,
however, be going into effect
, any time so n. and this country.
Russia and ritain presumably
, will continue in the meantime
to develop an stockpile nuclear
weapons of a I practical sizes
and kinds.
HURRY I supply limited
Have you tried
SUNFLOWER
Corn Meal Ma?
gatOLD-TIME FLAVOR in light, light cornbread!
'
This is the wonderful Mix made from white cork 
meal of highest quality and milled by Sunflour. To
give feathery lightness, a special blend of baking
powder has been added, with just enough salt to
season. It is so
carefully measured
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
tasty cornbread
every time!
Also available plain
..-...11LN••••••••••••••••••a. ••••••••••••
14# RECIPE
printed on the bag
To 2 err SUNFLAVER Corn
Meal Mix, add 144 tuft sweet milk
or fresh buttermilk, I or 2 eggs
beaten slightly, 2 tablespoons
melted fat. Mix well. Bake in
hot greased eornstirk or muffin
molds about 15 minutes at 425-
(50.
el Murray Whole::aie
Grocery Company,
....,-.•11111M•10010111/1•11111.6111111•6•Nra .,-.Z.a.x*Daattaaaaaantagiaia~dgaaaaaa*dre".*
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The U. S. proposals to the
United Nations call for:
—Advance notice and regis-
tration df all nuclear tests, with
limited international observation.
This might serve to keep tests
from snowballing to the point
where they posed a serious ra-
diation threat to humanity. It
might also keep any one atomic
power from achieving in 'Secret
a scientific or ,technical break-
through that would give it un-
questioned military supremacy.
.—International control of fu-
ture production of atomic ex-
plosives with such materials be-
ing used exclusively for peaceful
purposes. This is the atomic
weapons stockpile freeze first
proposed by President Eisen-
hower last March 1.
Prohibit Test Explosions
—Ultimate prohibition of all
nuclear test explosions.
Christian
Path Being
rice. -
. "When we measure what we
keep to spend on ourselves, we
should be embarrassed in label-
' . ing 'sacrifice' what We share
j 
through our private or public
s -assistanee programs."
Anyone who is inclined to
think that Americans are being
generous with their wealth. Hall,
said, should note that total pri-
vate donations to all church and
welfare organizations today a-
mount to about one p4r. cent of
the national income after taxes.
Thst S.s. the same percentage
that prevailed •30 years -go —
before there was any.stalk about
a religious revival.
"Our standard of living has
soared atiove that of yestetclay:
oar standardk of giving has stay-
ed where itlwats,r.- !
and pride."
Hall said the church found it
"relatively easy" in hard times
-to teach "thrift. simplicity • and
sacrifice," the Christian virtues
of self-discipline through which
material tiossesions are kept in
proper -perspective.
Wore Difficult Now
ri,•1 it is moch more difficult
In this period of pro.'nerity to
convince people that thriftness.
simple living and self-denial are
necessary to "wholeness of life."
Closely related to the threat
of materialism, he said, is the
tendency to be selfish with our
abundance in a world where "for
millions of others, unrelieved
hunger is a way of life."
"The sharp thrust of Jesus'
caruius_ tse_esSa_Pc_d_ by
any thoughtful Christian in' the
United States: 'Every one to
whom much is given, of him
shall snorts be reouired.'
"Becanse Americans have so
much .of what looks like super-
abundance in contrast to what
others do not have, more May
rightly be expected of us by way
of justice, generosity and sacri-s
—Eventual reduction of --exist-
ing stockpiles.
President Eisenhower has said
this country is no longer con-
cerned with making bigger H.-
bombs but is concentrating on
perfection of nuclear weapons
for defense. He said also that
a development _aim iS to wed
the H-bomb to intercontinental
missiles. -
Atomic Commissioner Thomas
E. Murray said last year that
the United States can afford
to stop testing H-bombs now.
But he called for, .intensified
a
r tasting of tactical nuclear wea-
pons Which he said should be
stockpiled in the "tens of thou-
sands" for use if necessary in
"limited atomic war."
The United States does not
yet possess such battlefield wea-
pons in any such numbers, and.
neither, presumably, does any
other nation.
. _
-
A survey by the South Dakota
game, fish and parks department
indicates that the state raised
366,000 ducks last year, a de-
crease of 56 per.. cent from 1954
•
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INVESTIGATION s "SE& -MikA T•E-RktGA Waal . -
V
ASHINIaT6N, Jan 24 '11"
The Senates Interstate Comnierce
Committee plans tO open hear-
ings next month on recent boosts
in the, price of newsprint.
Conwisiussv-- a s-ma-hatn—Warr-en
G. Magnuson ( D-Wash1,said
Thursday publishers,=paper -Ma-
nufacturers and gh;,ernment ..ag-
encies have been asked to testify.
He said the' •hearings starting
Feb. g6 "may continue for some
time."
•
SUPER RIGHT QUALTI
Fully Cooked H
WHOLE
OR HALF
lb.
NORFOLK. Va.. I1P — •-Mrs.
E. A. Richard Thursday found
Junior, who ran away 1st August,
and took him home. She claim-
ed the four-foot alligator from
‘4•PCSIs 
-otficials—and—sessptainod
he had escaped to city park
from a 'pen behind. her -home
by way of a creek. Four teenage.
boys dug the dangerous alligator
out of a. mustkrat hole in the
nark Tuesoav after seqng it
",Nagging his tail."
— -
( 10 TO 16 LB. AVERAGE)
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY FRESH
FRESH PICNICS
4 TO 8 LB. AVG. 2
C
lb.
SHORT
SHANK
SHANK
PORTION
lb.
YOUR GUARANTEE
OF QUALITY"
fr,:ii '',,,,., .,5
ail
FRESH FROZEN
ROASTING
CHICKZNL
(3-LBS. .ljt*-' lb•
THICK SLICED BACON  supER RIGHTRINDLESS 
PORK- SAUSAGE COS U  PNE I RIGHTRY ST Y L E ( H MILD0T OR i‘  2 a 69
fCHICKEN BREAST  • 7 TO 9 OZ. EACH QUALITY, *NA COX 164 LB. gy9FRESH FROZEN) FANCY
TURKEYS FRESH FROZEN—OVEN READY
el LB.
Ess X.G. a if
16 LBS. 1
• UP • -
OYSTERS EXTRA STANDARDSCAP'N JOHN QuALrryFANCY
LP. 41 atilt'
PINT
Ti:4 JI
FRESH FLORIDA
ranges
TOMATOES
OR
GRAPEFRUIT
PEAK
BRAND
BRUSSEL SPROUTS 
POTATOES IL NI?i 1 
LB. -491BAG
PLASTIC 190
  TUBE
FULL Q1.! • RTnno
' BOX 4750
BA 
159
WISCONSIN SHARP MAMMOTH IONA CALIF. CLING
Cheddar Cheese
SUNNYFIELOButter OUR FINEST QUALITY
LB. 590
L ,1
CT, )7C
JANE PARKER ORANGE
Chiffon Cake
Dutch Apple Pie
REG.
55c
VALUE
JANE PARKER
Reg. 55c
EA. 490
EA 45c
Case 0' Conned Corn "Week"!
SULTANA GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL
( 1 CAN6-OZ . 1n01 CASE 1129Corn -v. • OF 24 AE,
Peaches HALVES
TOrnotO2S IONA' 
6") 29-0Z. •••ir fnCANS / 7
•••••
It°4- 19c
Salad Dressbg  JA 35_R c8 
S1LVERTOWN 1l • LE1,cFig Bars   PKG. .2.4
P &Instant Coffee A 6JCAR. 1.29
Apple Sat.,ce  • A P '6Aza 29c
 Daily _Dog Food_ ls_cz.cAN15_2./‘
Corn IONA WHITE / 16-07. 1 OC CASE laCREAM STYLE %, CAN OF 24 *..77 Daily-Dog Fcad 6
26.0Z. 70
CANS 1 
,
VOLUME NO. 18 FUNK & WAGNALLS ENCYCLOPEDIA NOW ON SAtE Crly 'c With Any Purchase I
Burnetts Extract Irnitati.)nVanilla
Ky. Dairy Cottage Cheese
Banquet Turkey Dinner
BOTTLE 19c Chicken of tire Sca Tuna BITE 6' • OZSIZE CAN
16-0Z. no - GERMAN
; PKG. LOC Reads Potato Sala.] STYLE
FROZEN pKG, 27c Belle Meade Crackers12-02. rn
16-0Z.
1-LB.
BOX
31c
31c
29c
LUX' LIQUID
AOZ . 37c 22 OZ.N  65
CAN
LUX
TOILET SOAP
28 2t27
CASHMERE
Bouquet Toilet Soap
3::.28`213,a:27`
SILVERCUST-..1
BLUE
G. 33.= /se I
  ...,....6.•• ••••••••..r.1.••••••••••••ir-4••••
.•-• ••tr:3001•41.11•:...3.41.4•11•• sisass••••••.••••••.-..
CRISCO Reynolds Wrap
SHORTENING Aliuminurn Foil
CAN
14.B. 375 3 LEI. 1.C3 HOUSE 2,•:, FT. 29c
C 1-'0LD ROLL
-----
Prices in this Ad Ecifectiya Thru, SAT. Feb. 2
••••••..--••••
•••
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Never Before Such A Low Price As This ,
On A -ànuiñe RCA Victor Television Set
A FULL SIZE
( 261 Sq. Inch) R
Console Modi
mti,.1 3
e-rt
Ape 14.
.A •
Fully Gurahteed
By Ward& Elkins.
+
Not A Cheap
Table Model.
4.
NEVER AGAIN
ACT FAST
•
-
ii
- 
IfC 
 
'Err
/ MODEL
21T7352
•
001111111
RCA Victor Famous
Super Series Chassis
Full Power -Build To
Bring In The Distant
Stations.
Famous RCA Victor
Golden Throat Sound
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Busiest Clown
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Basement Heat Can Give
Seeds Pre-Season Start
CAULK
FRIVIE- -
WHERE
IT JOINS
FOUNDATION
-
RECOVERED'
WaH TAR
PAPER TO
• KEEP 0141
EARTH MAY
BE BANKED
AROUND T4E
f k.ME TO
KEEP OUT
ThE COLD
G R U-N-D1
LEVEL • 
SASH /4AY
BE COVERED
WITH GLASS
SUBSTITUTE
IF DESIRED
USE LUMBER'
2' THICK 
Hotbeds sneh as this give amateur gardeners jump on the
weather in planting seeds. Basement heat keep a plants at even
temperature at minimum expense.
The extra heat in your tase- possible to ward off winds. To
talent can give you a head start do this, it may be necesfary to
of several weeks en a dower or caulk the frame where it joins
vegetable garden. • the foundation of the house.
Gardeners, knowing that heated 
This gives you a functional bed
baseinents themselves are bad 
for pre-season planting which can
places to stare seeds growing.
. be heated simply by opening the
basement window around which
frequently' overlook the . possi- the frame has been built. .
bilities of funneling warm base- The window is left open on
meat air into an outsiae hMted. sunless days and at night. When
Long before it is 'ta.:e to sow
them outdoors. • seeds will flour-
ish in a honted. The- ideal loea-
tirn for it, is astatine a basement
window with- a southern expo-
sure. Dig a foet-deep excava-
tion of the size dc--irei for the
hot-bed. MOH a frame which
will overlap the basement win-
-do-.v by about three inchesawhen
placed tightly against it. The
sides must slant sharply from
above the wiriNne to within a.
few inches of the, ground.
•.
the seeds are gettin& enough
neat from the sun beaming '
through the glass top, the lase-
at window can be closed.
While the average temperature .
In ba.:ement window hot-beds is
lower than in other types, what
heat there is distributes evenly .
and ventilation is excellent. Ho',
ever, care should be aaken to
prevent drafts and there should
be good ventilation on warm
days. Ventilation shodld be cut
to short periods in cool weather.
The top can be a standard type The hot-box cover does 
not
hotted sash: or even An old win- have to be made of glass. 
Such,
duw or •glass door. Be sure that substitutes:1ra polyethylene 
sheets
the frame fits tiehtly around the of double thickness are 
lighter
top, which shot& be attached by and not .'s4- likefy to be
 broken.
hinges. This pciTaits you to raise The polyethylene is good 
for at
the top v:heit eirculatlonisneeded. toast a season and other
 trans10-
Bank earth around the frame cent matcrials. st
rengthened with
to keep dut the cold and make' wire, will last longer. 
All admit
the entire structure ae etait- as an adequate supply of 
light.
Ken.::.!;y)11-1'ers Have Good Year
•r,471;
-
s ni.as• 4-II Club racmber4-h, 
tt Gcrrigus Card Francis LindA.13acksea Katistaiin Poore
inpleted a very satisfac-
tory ar in their dernimatration work by.diuning state boner and
valuate a,..orda. Their 4-11 recorile were-ljudeed by the Extenskin
Service the University of Kentucky which directs, the national
4-11 iwar t,prorasna withethe cooperation of the U. S. Department
of Agricult e.
-
Outetandin ability to utilize bree, Alice Young. 1. Cray-
and ci.'tnonrtrntila,. y food prod- son. -and Kris Ramsey, 17. of
tuts bl'ourht tr. v ea" state l'ikeville. Each. of the girls was
hot. ,ra In ige* Dairy Foods presented with a $50 U.S. say-
11. taion prof-. m to three bond by Standard Brands.
la • 0 ay 4-11 rids. hey are: Kathleen's winnina demonstra-
-. ear old Betty Gt. tees - of tion, "Shaping Rolls." included
who der,:ion rated cloverleaf. lucky clovers,
raelre e cal.a; ',1,-01 knots, fun tans, butterflelds. par-
Franc': 18, of Sharon C ker house ard ere's( ents. She Is
V. circi demana.mticei Ica • hinter leader of her 4-11 Club and
"Alenat president -of the county council. _
. aea Lu Poe' 'ae -n ii - _ Alige_Kates's demonstration
1!..1110n Ara: no "Speedy Cir.na in on Fan
"1..inte (.: ma" Kris gave her demonetra-
• eceive•I a a -• tio on "Iloyv to Make Refriger-
jeN .1 v . foal t (2,41• ator Rolle" to more than 100
oa peopl She won county and die-
were named fHjtel,nplteships and placed
v • l'ara t:. Bread seeond ifl, state conte)4. She
: pro;:l•ara. ether is the juiikr leader of her 4-11
-.1 -en 1`. eta 17, of Se- Club.
Max Pekin those fun-loving clike .to get into. t
B
Mickey Vernon, who 
aseball's into the --dousing Waleone night in Washingto
Al Lopez and Jimmy Dykes.
• improved on that technique•
I Then. too, th e are always
aracters who
act Like
xed flour
bucket
• and
who
3 suipriae miXture of ice wat
and mud..
The six - foot, !hive-inch Pat-
By 08,CAR FRALEY kin, win, is Si, angular that he ! by.
"Jed Frets Sport.. Writer seems all arms and elboe,s„ was Cinc
NEW YORK --Max Pa!kiii, on his way to being a pretty fair The
baseball's busiest clown. Can best pitcher when he started with 10 ' pioneeri
by described as a pitch-out Nigh- wins inthe Wisconsin State Lea- grant fro
_acct. * gue in 1941. But the next year of the Elm.
With him. of necessity, it's i a base runner plowed into him I Washington c
"La,igh clown. laugh:* And, like and ruined b*pitching atm. in which an e
• uv. 44e Started r rhisnetteciathe idea,
the time when the smile has to ,l was always irrepressible:- funds.
be forted through the tears. Haik. goofy — and like to clown
60' I.ike the lime hi' kille1 'cm in ' around," he grin. "So when I
E:nara --- anti almost wound up
the seine way himself. •
. cioaa ba_where_ I _faint AvIxeri
t" the umpire makes a bad call,"
he :alai. faserangta t itt r inch scar
- in hie forehead7TrThe trainer is
s.uppcspd t.i rush op and douse
with 'a bucket of. water. He ed Joe and congratulated me."
Ifut he crowned mc-with the That sent Makin oft on- a base-
'bucket. 3 he crowd 10. ed it. :The'y,ball comeds. career which takes
roared. So did when _they, put him 311,000 miles every summer
in lb stitehea.•• " to do his zany, laugh-provoking
•Thc lean. angular Pekin does act at some 75 ball parks.
' 
nnnthur rihliekllng stunt when,' "And some of them are s;)
, he grab- all the bats in the rack small," he laughs, "that I almost
and Tri the plate like a have to parachute in."
mighty hate 1. "A good act for a • But Maxie has' never missed a
go) wit, Kkol six kits in .four ' date, no matter how' small, and
years of pro ball." he has perfuTmed in snow storms
th
Was in service. fooling around in
the service games in Honolulu,
one clay I left the coaching box
and followed Joe DiMaggio -
Itenid the bags after he hit a
homer. We crossed the plate al_
must in lockstey and they ignor-
Newspaper Ads
.
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ene tieng — when he talks, I
etter Listen "isteti.'
Being Used When This
By Churches
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON. fug —"Anybody
in trouble? Let God have a try."
With that invitation. spread
across the top of a two-column
newrpaper advertisement, t h e
Episcopal diocese of Washington
_recently launched an experiment .
in "advangelization."
Through a series .of paid ad-
vertisements, which will appear
weekly in Washington's daily
newspapers at least through next
'Easter. Episcopal leaders here
are testing the theory that
C'imrches can "sell" their services
to the public with the same kind I
of forthright, professionally -
drafted newspaper ads that busi-
ness firms use.
The display ads are prepared •
by a committee of Episcopal lay-
men who are advertising men in
private life, they appear on a.
weekdays in the regular newt:
sections of the newspapers.arath-
er than on the special.-"church
pages" of -Saturday axittions.
'rhe are addressed primarily to
people who ar not attached to
,.aga- church ut who have en-
countered, arises or probletns jn
their Wes in whieh they feel a
needVfor spiritual strength and
• gellelance.
Don't Go It Alone
, Eor example, the ad addressed
to "anybody in trouble" carried
! his text:
I "So often trouble turns a per-son inward on himself, only, ag-
gravating the worry. Don't try to
go it alone. There is a trustwor-
thy friend with training a n.d
spiritual understanding who can
help you solve your problems.
tlfour minister. can bring you the
guidance of .G:nd's wisdom andlo _
. a
.Each advertisement in the ser-
ies features attie 'lame -and address
of a different Episcopal • parish
church with a picture of its rec-
tor. Each concludes with the as:"
surance that "you're always wel-
come in an Episcopal church."
I• "Are you alone in the city?."
, asked one advertisement. "The
I biggest crowd .s can be. the lone,-1 hest places. So can bars, taverns
I and cocktail lounges. The Epis-
copal 'Church can show you the
most satisfying way never to
, feel. alone again. Whether you
t are a newcomer asr an old-timer
there is a parish church 'home'
for you." '
• An ad that appeared at the I
, height of the Christmas shopping ,
season asserted that "nothing you i
. can buy for your children means
: as much as the gift of yourself."
"Lead them to the church. or I
let them lead you. Warship and i
: pray with them, give them corn- ;
"pansionship under God it's 'the ,
! greatest gift you- can offer them."
- Make Time Count
• .A New Year's advertisement
„placed earlier this week chal-
lenged readers to "make time. -
count.•'
-The minutes' you spend in
i church each week can be the
most rewarding of your I 1 e.1
!Through the church's teachingg
you gain a deeper understanding
of yourself. of your loved ones'
'and of your fellow men. Belong-
ing, worshipping, serving' God
through the church bring spirit-
•tal fulfillment to life."
, Miss ,Gertrude prr. director of
promotion for the Episcopal
cese. raid the general pattefn of
•.he campaign, anti sOffle ef the
. language of the advertisements.
was narrowed from a highly-
cress fill "advdngelization" •
lye conducted earlier this year
Christ Episcopal Church,
nati. Ohio.
incinnati church ran its
ads with a $5,000
the National Council
opal 
_Church. The
paign is the first
ire diocese has
Radiation Proof
Oils Is Object
Of Research
RICHMOND. Calif. --MC- Oil
'itidtistry scientists are working
here to perfect a ltrbricant to
serve the atomic age. The big
problem is to keep oils from -turn-
ing into a crusty; hard Mass when
exptesed to radiation. '
Scientists at California Research 1
Corp. , (subsidiary ot Standard
Oil Co. of Califernio I carried out .
the experiments that led to deve-
lepment Of lubricants used on the •
Stunt Saciefires :Ina once Kept-them in the aisles-, atomic subarint. L.S.S. -Nautilus.
rtien I fall with • 'all of' the as a cyclone lvhiaped around ! Most of the work Cal lieseerch
.14 ." he explained. -"Usitially a ball park in Nebraska. ' 
;.ctoes _al -its laboratories here far 
., - ,. .t.:r...-ard arid rntsaa mca :,aaa,After all," he hams. It up !Ili'-' Defense, Department is' class- .!
Hill Zia - ft!t4ii i In Williathvg-041K- iYt-ii—calIK: air:Z.-better ffin a work-'itil"d' -But *-- .H: Becht-drier.- vice l
. s,,ri-lent'ei. *;:okck.- iliriritt aline-Oleg mg-14a living," 'a- ' • - l president and general-. manager 7
bin in Ili, toile, ilini they fell  - of the 'Richmond laborately, •aci-
haeke,ea" amt. hi,I ii') in The kid- -tas.. t -, .• . eta,. s• .1. ,,,,,,, _nutted that • prasp-aea an des Oat,-
..n ant et 1 a ii la lion -ler istion hilTri -
,cants ,hia• -• Irit_33.77-es F.' Firil. i .' 
• .7 -
V
14i11111114 •..
••
•
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Cross Speaks
Thtre are Many voices .crying
in ths: wilderness of • Matha.tan,
although few have Ahe terrible
imperative of the. cross-breeder's
tigkeet. But one of the most per-
sistent is that which exhorts
men to go fishing.
' By DOC QUIGG.
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK te --There were
these, two men who mei on a
subway train. Hadn't seen each
other far years.
Well, well, what's with you?
"Been doing a little experi-
menting in cross-breeding," said
ane. "Matter of fact, I sticcess-
tully crossed a parakeet and a
tiger."
The second man's eyebraws
high-jumped a wrinkle on his
etrehead. Good heavens, man!
What kind of a creature was
of fsprini?
T-44. liariffi049 Tow•f•
It comes from The Fisherman,
a magazine published, naturally,
in a midtown building called the
, Salmon. Tower, In communienaer
those who shirk the rod and line.
Ithose who shrik the rod and line.
The most recent. bulletin„,af-
rived by mail in the form of a
baby blue announcewnt card.
On the--etf(ter it d„,wicted 'a stork
carrying a• babe` which 'holds a
fish net. _Inside the card: -The
Fisher n.,magazine proudly an-
no es the birth of fisherman
ouglas. Trowbridge Cummings,
C Ins.. 1 oz."
, The parents are announced as
"Dunno's I can say replied i Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Cum-
the first man. "B 'II telt you rrungs. But the key to*the Whole
- - - 
• - - -
NUCLEAR-POWER
•
business cortseg out in a modest
lootnote at the 'tio‘aom of the
date card: "Mrs. Cummings is
.S.'lvato, national prOfes-
..uonal women's fly and bait cast--
mg champion."
_best - kept inte
has nothing to o with treaties"
Queen- zabeth is "a keen
, fisher " No phetographers or
! re ers are permitted when she
,puts on waders and goes after
salmon in the royal doe in Scot-
land.
And get this—the Qt: eon Moth-
er, an avid angler in her own
eight. last August Ca-: 'h a 20.
pound salmon in thu Thurso
River in Scotland.
'Another breadside ir :abeled
'News Flash" to wham it may
concern — and it may well con-
cern Henry Krajewski, Joe Smith,
of anybody else who considers
himself timber 'for prestdertt of
Inside Information
Tantalizing tid: its of infor
tion cascade from. the .pienee'One
that_ "une.uf _the- warld!s:
onals secret
MtSSILE CRUISER SCHEDULLL.
THIS IS an artist's sketch of the nuclear-powered guided missile cruiser scheduled for fiscal 1957 in
the U. S. Navy's building program. It Is designed to operate offensively and independently of tither
forces under nuclear warfare conditions. The new cruiser will carry mist of the Navy's missiles,
which would include the Regulus II, the Talus and the Terrier, thus making the ship a lethal wet-
u11 against air, sea or land farces. Defense photo. (Infernattonai loundpitoto)
_ 
•
 United States.
; The co' and finny tat:4'c; sim-
ply this, ad hereeeke quote:
"Never have-calore than three
consecutiV -Mei 1 fishing chief
exeoi3js.s been elected." Con-
e that, hopefuls tor 1960.
Did you- know that Georgea
Washington was a member—U.
the first sport fishing club form-
ed id_ North American! Welt_ j_iw 
with. it., - •
•
• -
Dwight D. Eisenhower: -Caution
is the most v..htetale - asset in
fishing especially if you are the
fish.,' • ., •
By Grover Cleveland: "Every
aatriotic. thoughful citizen . .
should lament that we have not
among our countrymen more
fishermen."
-Fetch me some bait son, my
has is- ill dim ring;
-
Vie
•
Stone 'deathless prose has been I The No. 1 cause for fires in
uttered by presidents on the sub7 the United States last year was
-Oct: By Herbert-Floover Ali--men careless ennking and matches,
are equal before fishes." By which led to 122,000 fires.
1OURN MURDERED SISTERS
THE GRIMES family mourns at tamers! parlor for Barbara and.
Patricia, teen-age sisters whose nude bodies were found along a
suourban roadside.' Two men are held in the case. From left:'
James 14 i-brother): Joseph (father,: Theresa 17 (sister). Mrs.:
Loretta Grimes (mother); Shirley Wenctk (married Ester) i•
Joseph, Jr. (brother). (international)•
-
EW. F RD TRUCKS krv
This Ranchero! More than a car. more
than a Mitic-it's a completely nest'
kind 1,1 veliii.l.. pack horse that
handles More than half a ton.
-
4
Totally new Tilt Cabs! Ainerit-a's
lowest-prieed,• most modern Tilt
Cab line. Six compleu new Series,
lip to 00.000-1l. C.C1%
New pickup with tylestde body. standard at no c.tra
cost, gives you shinning style and the biggest capacity
61 any half -tonner, ailable in 6i- and 8-ft. body lengths.
They're modern through and through
The boldly modern styling you see in the new Ford,trucks
for '57 OM hints at how deep.down modern the')- really are!
yie.hentitifill new Ford Ranchero rides, handles-andlooks
like a modern ear Deep down it's a rugged truek—carries
4' ver half a ton, more than. ioany standard pickups. Ford's
• il-,new Tilt 'Cab Series biintr,s a new -kind of modern design
the big-truck field. It's, America's lowest-prieed• Tilt
C
Ni-s Fiu-d pickups hack up their sleek 'modern styling with
tompletelN new cabs, a nest', kind of pickup
S;-vie ihr bodies are biggest of any pidoip.
Ite i.:ks shown here give }'oil tat au idea-Zit the
s%• , in the new Ford line for '57—ranging, op
900-11). CM. See your Ford Dealer for
:tioa to fit ,imr.job,
a conlvirison of f 'Clore -foorermtehliot folroo
701 Main
NEW tabs --(Tmipletely new'-stronger, roomier,
smarter! New wider full-wrap windshield. New
inboard tali sti p, new il Dri ventilation.
NEW hv•roulic shoch standard in all models, pickiips
to tandims. E islet to oper.,te"--tvorks like hydrau-
lic brake. Clutch and brake pedals are 111101.1CM
beopeltdod t 11C! •
NEW Styliniiiie pickyp betties. standard .it n.e%fin
cost. Anierica'• biggest pit kup,Ivelica! Side load-
ing s far easier with full-width body.
NEW riding coridcatt.Hig roomy cadet, new chao,
susperetion, Ii d incraased .isibility combine t
great]) improve riding-and handling ease.. ••
NEW chassis 'droned Nrw fraiiie, op to 13'"
stronger: New sturdier limit and rear a.les! New
higher capacity springs! •
NEW parrot odysineest-. Higher horscposIhr. freer
breathing. higher compression ratios, new Sup. r-
'Hitt r air cic.,ile7 MAW Stroke engaie design-V-6
or ifs, in every model! •
For'57 and the years ahead—.
FORD TRUCKS te,"3S71'
LESS TO OWN. LESS TO RUN. LAST LONGER !
PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky. Phone 373
••••
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uncing Coke in
g new. King-Size
lust w'rat you've been waiting for:.,. that real great taste of Poke,
that famous quality of Cocaddola in a handy new size. Now you get more to pour
at parties and mealtimes. .. or whenever family or friends get together. "
Always keeP.I?o-th sins in the refrigerator.
C^.,•••"••-'9,110•••6 1+1•1•••••••4 c• 1956 T. Coce•Ccio Compere
Bring home botiv_sizes today
Bottled under authority pf The Coca-Cola Company by
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THE PADUCAH COCA -COLA BOTTLING CO.
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